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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Isthmus Group Limited (IGL) has carried out an assessment of natural character, landscape
and visual amenity effects for the proposed upgrade of the existing sewer main located
along Kenepuru Stream, Bothamley Park, in Eastern Porirua.
The sewer upgrade is part of development work being carried out at eastern Porirua, and is
needed to address the lack of capacity and poor condition of the existing sewer (with
frequent overflows into the Kenepuru Stream)1, and to provide for the planned residential
intensification of the area.
Bothamley Park (in its entirety) is recognised as a Significant Natural Area (SNA) in the
Proposed District Plan (PDP) notified by Porirua City Council (PCC), and together with
Kenepuru Stream, provides an important recreation feature for Eastern Porirua.
A key aspect of the proposed sewer design has been to avoid preclusion of opportunities
identified in the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan (currently under development referred to in this report as the “Draft Parks Landscape Plan”); and to contribute to early
implementation of parts of the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, where possible inside the scope
of the sewer works.2
While the design of the proposed trunk sewer is well developed, the design of ancillary
works, (such as stream bank protection works and some hillside cuts) is only at “concept”
level, to allow for more detailed geotechnical findings and other investigations to inform the
final design, in the next stages.
This report provides findings on the effects of the project with design measures already
integrated, and with additional recommendations, for development of the detailed design.
The ratings and conclusions outlined below (and in the summary section of this report at
section 16.0), are made on the basis that the recommended design measures to manage
adverse natural character and landscape effects, (refer to section 13.0), will be achieved
through the detailed design work.

1

Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade: Concept Design Report, Design Report Rev C, July 2021; pg. 1.
This is considered further (at a high level) in reporting provided to Te Aranga Alliance by the Eastern Porirua
Parks masterplanning team - refer to the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Assessment of Integration with Parks
Landscape Plan; Studio of Pacific Architecture, March 2022. (Works needed for the trunk sewer upgrade
which contribute to, or preclude opportunities in, the Draft Parks Landscape Plan comprise landscape effects
of the sewer upgrade proposal, and so are considered in detail inside this assessment of natural character,
landscape and visual effects – in line with the brief for this assessment.)
2
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Conditions are recommended3 to ensure that the design measures outlined in this report are
included at the detailed design stage, including the requirement for input from a landscape
architect to the detailed design, and for a supporting statement from the landscape architect
confirming that adverse natural character, landscape and visual effects have been
adequately addressed in the detailed design, to accompany the detailed design drawings
lodged for approval.4
Key findings and recommendations
Overall, with the inclusion of the design measures recommended in this report, the
assessment has reached the following conclusions:
Cultural Values Guiding the Project
From a landscape perspective, and with reference to the Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA),
the project recognises and contributes to the specific cultural values identified by the wider
team to inform the design process.5
The project will provide a meaningful overall contribution to improved natural character
(which will be closely tied to cultural values in the project area6), and to te whakamana o te
taiao (environmental enhancement). Te whakamana o te taiao is an outcome also prioritised
in the CIA.
Positive effects on natural character will derive predominantly from the benefits to water
quality, enhanced in-stream habitat, fish passage and ecosystem health7 provided by the
sewer upgrade and removal of existing structures in or above the stream, and from the
extent of enhancement planting proposed, which will provide improved terrestrial
biodiversity and indigenous natural character. The proposed enhancement planting (with
indigenous species) extends significantly beyond areas needed for the sewer works, and

3

Refer to section 13.0.
Required from Greater Wellington Regional Council, for streambank stabilisation works.
5 These specific values were identified in the Cultural Values Assessment (CVA) and in the Cultural Impact
Assessment (CIA). This report considers the values in terms of landscape matters. The CIA addresses
assessment of the project in terms of Te Ao Māori and the specific cultural values identified for the area and
the project which have informed the design development. Refer to Cultural Values Assessment, Porirua
Development, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, October 2019., and Cultural Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park
Sewer Replacement, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, October 2021.
6 As indicated in the CIA.
7 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1, Final dated 22 March 2022,
Morphum Environmental; Executive Summary, page 3.
4
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provides for an approach focused beyond mitigating adverse effects only, as sought
particularly for the project by Ngāti Toa Rangatira.8
Natural Character
The sewer upgrade design takes an overall approach to avoid and minimise adverse effects
on the natural character of the Kenepuru Stream through its proposed alignment and
construction methodology. The proposed alignment will provide for the removal of ten
existing, degraded above-stream pipe crossings,9 and minimises new stream crossings, with
only three new permanent crossings needed.10 The construction methodology uses
trenching in the existing Bothamley pathway for installation of the new trunk sewer, and
minimises the amount of further earthworks needed with use of directional drilling when
location of the trunk sewer through hillsides is required. Overall, all the new pipework will
be underground or integrated into existing infrastructure (at one location) and not visible – a
marked change from the existing environment and contribution to positive effects on
natural character.
There will be a short-medium term adverse effect on natural character from the earthworks
and large-scale removal of pines in the stream valley, with the areas appearing as working
sites for a period, until new planting becomes established. Works required in the stream
including retaining walls needed, and new adjacent hillside/rock cuts, will have a temporary
and long-term adverse effect on natural character, introducing significant new structures
into the environment, including in the upper reaches where the existing natural character
rating is Moderate-High.11
A key recommendation of this report is that the retaining of streambanks on Kenepuru
Stream should be minimised or avoided in detailed design, in areas where it is only being
provided for construction access, and where it can be confirmed that use of hillside cuts (to
widen the accessway) will, on balance, be preferable from a natural character perspective.12

8

As outlined in the CIA.
To occur as part of the sewer upgrade project.
10 These comprise two crossings of Kenepuru Stream – one of the main trunk sewer and one of a branch
sewer, both of which will be installed below the bed of the stream; and one crossing of Cannons Creek,
integrated into existing infrastructure on Cannons Creek Stream (an existing “stepped” cascade structure in
the stream).
11 The rating is based on the NZILA recommended 7-point rating scale as follows: Very Low / Low / ModerateLow / Moderate / Moderate-High / High / Very High. Refer to the Methodology in section 3.0 of this report,
and to Appendix B for how the scale is considered to relate to RMA terminology.
12 That is, considering both ecological and perceptual perspectives. Refer to Appendix B to this report for a
definition of natural character.
9
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Retaining to provide for construction access, (rather than addressing on-going erosion
problems), is proposed in a number of locations in Stage 1, particularly in the upper reaches.
Overall, with the inclusion of detail design recommendations set out in this report, (including
to reduce the adverse natural character effects of the proposed retaining, as detailed
above), this assessment has found that there will be a Moderate long-term improvement to
the natural character of Kenepuru Stream, with substantial improvements (Moderate-High)
in the middle reaches. This is due to the following:
•

The removal of the existing trunk sewer which is degraded and visually prominent in
places in public areas, and its replacement with new underground pipes for the entire
length of the new trunk sewer, with no visible (above-ground) components (other than
manhole covers);13

•

While the proposal introduces new built structures (retaining walls and rip rap) on
natural streambanks, these:
o

help form the trunk sewer construction, thereby reducing the risks to natural
character that could result from the installation of the new trunk sewer;

o

will address on-going stream-bank erosion problems in locations affected by
the sewer works (providing a higher-quality edge and reducing the need for
on-going habitat disturbances for maintenance); and

o

include integrated planting, and will be further refined during detailed
design, including a process to confirm the locations, extent, heights, final
form and articulation to manage potential adverse effects. Detailed design
measures, as included in this assessment report, are recommended to guide
this process (and are integral to the assessment of overall positive natural
character effects in this assessment).

•

Removal of substantial areas of mature pine and their replacement with new
indigenous planting will significantly increase the indigenous character of the stream
valley corridor, particularly in the middle-upper reaches. The proposed enhancement
planting extends across large areas not needed for the sewer works (as noted above),

13

A number of manhole covers will be visible periodically along the alignment, including near the pathway in
places. However, these are needed for maintenance and functioning of the sewer, will be fewer in number
than existing manholes covers, and will be fairly unobstrusive, being flush with the ground, and tucked
against hillsides and/or surrounding by planting where possible.
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and planting will be in accordance with a Planting Strategy developed for the project
(included as Appendix A to this report);
•

Earthworks and vegetation removal areas needed for the sewer works will be
rehabilitated and planted wherever possible, in accordance with the Planting
Strategy.14

Landscape (including visual amenity)
In the long-term the project will provide improved visual amenity inside the Bothamley Park,
and in views from surrounding areas, due to improvements to natural character (as set out
above).
Over time (and accepting some residents will value the existing mature trees), there will be
significant improvements to the visual amenity and outlook from a small number of
dwellings adjacent to Bothamley Park. Existing mature pines located near dwellings will be
removed, and replaced with lower stature, less dominating planting,15 which will, in the
long-term, provide a higher level of visual amenity and improved outlook from the dwellings,
and a likely reduction in shading.
The project will provide a reinstated main Bothamley Park pathway (used in places for
trenching to install the new trunk sewer), and improved pathways for Bothamley Park users,
in areas where earthworks are needed to provide construction vehicle access from
surrounding areas.16 The improved pathways will include gravel surfacing, which will provide
a clearer pathway in some locations; will incorporate new planting around the pathways;
and will connect to areas identified for improved access connections to surrounding
communities, in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.

14

Some cuts will be likely to result in rock faces and it may not be possible to treat these with planting.
However, cuts to rock faces will provide an edge character similar to that which already exists at most of the
sites needing cuts, and is present through Bothamley Park generally from cuts to provide the existing
accessway/recreation pathway. Planting above the sewer itself should be limited to grasses or low-growing
shrubs.
15 In accordance with the project’s Planting Strategy.
16 Adjacent to York Place, Bellona Place, and Niagara Street/Kokiri Crescent. This relates to areas Inside the
Fast-track footprint. Construction accessways required outside the Fast-track footprint (e.g. through Kāinga
Ora properties at York Place and Bellona Place), will be subject to a separate consenting process.
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Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
This is currently in draft form. The sewer design contributes significantly to early
implementation of parts of the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.17 As worked through in
consultation with PCC and Kāinga Ora, this project includes:
•

Proposed enhancement planting across sizeable areas (well beyond those needed for the
sewer works);

•

Provision for future possible amenities at the Park entrance, (through inclusion of pipes to
allow for possible toilets and drinking water supply);

•

Areas of planting, as required for the remediation of the sewer works, that are in keeping
with and will contribute to the overall Draft Parks Landscape Plan;

•

Provision of a number of detailed landscape and planting plans for identified areas, to be
developed in consultation with PCC and the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
masterplanning team at the sewer upgrade’s detail design stages.
The proposed sewer design does not preclude any opportunities identified in the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan (as provided by Kāinga Ora for review in this assessment).
Effects Ratings: Summary
The table on the following page provides an overall summary of effects assessed in this
report (with the inclusion of recommended detail design measures).
Refer also to the summary table provided at section 14.0 and to further summarised
commentary of effects and conclusions at section 16.0 of this report.
Design measures needed in the detail design stage of the sewer works project (and included
in the effects ratings provided below) are set out in Recommendations at section 13.0.

17

Refer also to the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer, Assessment of Integration with Parks Landscape Plan; Studio
of Pacific Architecture (SPA), March 2022. As previously noted (refer to Footnote 2), the SPA report provides
further (high-level) assessment of the trunk sewer upgrade in relation to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
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Summary: Long-term natural character, landscape (including visual amenity) effects (with
recommendations integrated)

Natural character

Low positive

Landscape

Moderate-High positive

Visual amenity

A range from Neutral to LowModerate positive

Mid Reaches
Natural character

Moderate-High positive

Landscape

Low-Moderate positive

Visual amenity

A range from Low positive to High
positive

Upper Reaches
Effect

Rating

Natural character

Very Low positive

Landscape

Very Low positive

Visual amenity

A range from Very Low positive to
High positive

Overall
Effect

Rating

Natural character

Moderate positive

Landscape

Moderate positive

Visual amenity

A range from neutral to High
positive
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PART A: BASELINE EVALUATION
2.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Outline
2.1

The project comprises Stage 1 of the upgrade of the main trunk sewer in Bothamley Park,
eastern Porirua, which extends from the east side of SH5918 (at the eastern boundary of
Bothamley Park), to northeast of Bellona Place (near 83 Castor Crescent), with proposed
vegetation removal through to Niagara Street, to provide access to the Stage 1 works.

2.2

The main trunk sewer running through Bothamley Park is ageing, in poor condition for large
portions, and under-capacity, with frequent overflows into Kenepuru Stream.19

2.3

Kāinga Ora are planning to increase the housing density of the properties they own
throughout the eastern Porirua suburbs. Part of the enabling works required to open up this
land for development is the upgrade of the trunk sewer through Bothamley Park, to address
the existing issues of condition and capacity, and provide for the demands of future growth.

2.4

Consent for Stage 1 of the sewer upgrade is being sought under the COVID-19 Recovery
(Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020 (except for two work sections, which are outside the extent
defined for the Fast-track consent, and will be consented separately).

2.5

This report considers the natural character, landscape and visual amenity effects of work
sections inside the extent defined for the Fast-track consent.

Background
2.6

Te Aranga Alliance is undertaking work for the trunk sewer upgrade as part of the Porirua
Development project. The Alliance is responsible for delivering the design and construction
of the civil and infrastructure works for the Porirua Development Project, including the
Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade.

2.7

The sewer upgrade is one of three bulk infrastructure projects needed to service the
residential intensification provided in the Porirua Development. In addition to the sewer
upgrade, the other projects comprise a high-level water reservoir (located at a distance from

18
19

Formerly SH1.
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade: Concept Design Report, Design Report Rev C, July 2021; pg. 1.
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the sewer project site, to the east), and the Cannons Creek Wetland (at Cannons Creek Park
– adjacent to Bothamley Park and the sewer project site).20
Draft Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
2.8

A Draft Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan has been developed for eastern Porirua,
including Bothamley Park, and work is ongoing to develop this.21 (This is referred to in this
report as the “Draft Parks Landscape Plan”).

2.9

A key aim of the trunk sewer upgrade design has been to avoid preclusion of opportunities
identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, and to contribute to early achievement or part
construction of concepts, where possible and within the scope of the sewer works (and to
avoid sunk works).

2.10 An excerpt from the Draft Parks Landscape Plan has been provided by Kāinga Ora for use in
this assessment, to consider any preclusion or contributions being made by the sewer works
project (in line with the agreed brief for the assessment).22
2.11 The Draft Parks Landscape Plan masterplanning team23 has provided input to the sewer
upgrade design as work has progressed, through participation in the sewer design team
meetings and workshops.
2.12 The Parks masterplanning team has also provided high-level assessment of the trunk sewer
upgrade.24
Reference Documents
2.13 The following documents have been used for this assessment25:
•

Stage 1 Works Description and Construction Methodology, Rev C, Te Aranga Alliance
(Volume 2: Part 1);

20

This assessment does not include consideration of these other projects, but mentions them for context.
This is currently being developed for Kainga Ora by Studio Pacific Architecture (SPA), Morphum
Environmental and Locales.
22 Works needed for the trunk sewer upgrade which contribute to, or preclude opportunities in, the Draft
Parks Landscape Plan comprise landscape effects of the sewer upgrade proposal, and so are considered in
detail inside this assessment of natural character, landscape and visual effects – in line with the brief for the
assessment.
23 SPA and Morphum Environmental.
24 Refer to the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer, Assessment of Integration with Parks Landscape Plan, Studio of
Pacific Architecture (SPA), March 2022.
25 The assessment has been completed with use of drawing sets as they have developed from draft form
through to the finalised volumes, in line with the integrated design/assessment approach.
21
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•

Preliminary Programme, Indicative only, Rev E (Volume 2: Part 1);

•

Drawings (Volume 2: Part 2) including:
-

Earthworks, vegetation clearance and stream bank protection and stream crossing
overview plans;

•

-

Stream works details;

-

Earthworks – construction access plans;

-

Park Closure Plans.

Cultural Values Assessment, Porirua Development, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira,
October 2019;

•

Cultural Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Sewer Replacement, Te Rūnanga o Toa
Rangatira, October 2021;

•

Eastern Porirua Landscape Plan, Contextual Analysis, November 2020; Morphum
Environmental, Studio Pacific Architecture and Locales;

•

Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan, Draft 15 December 2021, Extract for Te Aranga
Alliance, Studio Pacific Architecture;

•

Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer, Assessment of Integration with Parks Landscape Plan,
March 2022, Studio Pacific Architecture;

•

Draft Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Sewer Main Replacement; 8
February 2022, Morphum Environmental;

•

Stage 1 Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade – Stage 1 DRAFT Social Impact
Assessment, March 2022, Beca;

•

Bothamley Park Sewer Stage 1 Construction Environmental Management Plan, Rev A
Draft dated 31 January 2022, Te Aranga Alliance.

2.14 GIS layers made available to technical specialists by Te Aranga Alliance, containing the
infrastructure drawing set information, were also used to inform this assessment.
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3.0 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY FOR THE LVA
Scope and Brief
3.1

This assessment considers natural character, landscape and visual amenity effects of the
proposed sewer upgrade design, and its provision for, and contribution to, the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan.

3.2

The proposed alignment for the Stage 1 sewer upgrade has considered a number of
alternative alignment options. This report assesses the preferred alignment only, in line with
the client brief.

3.3

This assessment considers Stage 1 works inside the Fast-track consent boundary, from just
east of SH59, to below Niagara Street (at the eastern extent of the project area). The Stage 1
works have been divided into eight construction sections - six of which are within the Fasttrack consent boundary, (as outlined in the Works Description and Construction Methodology
– Volume 2: Part 1), and considered in this report. This assessment does not consider
construction sections 1A and 1C, as these are outside the Fast-track consent application
footprint.26

Approach
Integrated design/assessment
3.4

Design input has been provided to the sewer design consent drawings by Isthmus Group,
through a number of sewer project meetings and workshops, and markups to drawings. This
has been via a specialist team of related disciplines (including ecology, hydrology, and
archaeology specialists), working alongside the project engineers.

Construction Sections/Character Reaches
3.5

The Bothamley Park trunk sewer upgrade Stage 1 works will be implemented in a number of
identified construction sections (refer to scope, above).

3.6

A number of reaches have been identified on Kenepuru Stream in initial contextual analysis
carried out for the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.27 The reaches provide an appropriate basis for

26

Sections outside the Fast-track Consent are Section 1A (the State Highway 59 (formerly SH1) crossing at the
western end of the project, and outside Bothamley Park); and Section 1C (Champion Street and Thompson
Grove).
27 Eastern Porirua Landscape Plan, Contextual Analysis, November 2020; Morphum Environmental, Studio
Pacific Architecture and Locales.
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evaluation of natural character and landscape effects, as they have been defined based on
landscape character. The identified reaches are used to consider the effects of the sewer
project in this assessment.
Assessment of effects
3.7

This assessment considers temporary construction effects, as well as operational
(permanent/long-term) natural character, landscape and visual amenity effects.

3.8

Construction activities will generate short-term/temporary natural character and landscape
effects, and these will include amenity effects from activities such as noise, restrictions on
public access to/through Bothamley Park, construction of site access and haul roads vehicle
access, construction traffic movements and general increased busy-ness, and effects from the
combination of activities occurring at once in an area. 28

3.9

The broader amenity effects of construction are assessed by others in social impact, traffic
and noise reporting.29 This report focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities
(effects on views or outlook) including a consideration of natural character and urban
landscape matters not addressed by others. These effects will be experienced by members of
the public, and nearby residents, from locations where there is an open outlook towards the
proposed works.

3.10 This assessment addresses natural landscape effects under the heading of natural character.
This approach is used because the proposed works are located alongside the Kenepuru
Stream, and impact its immediate natural landforms and vegetation. In this context, the
landforms and vegetation which form an immediate, enclosing valley to the stream, are an
integral part of the stream’s character, and should be considered as the stream’s “margins”.30
All natural landscape matters are considered to be relevant to natural character in this
context, so the approach avoids an assessment ’double up’.

28

Refer to the definition of “landscape” provided in Appendix B to this report.
Refer in particular to Social Impact Assessment, Beca Limited, March 2022. This considers enabling works,
construction traffic, construction of site access and haul roads, temporary closure of parts of Bothamley Park
and access points to the Park, and assesses effects on people’s way of life (including recreation) and the
quality of the living environment and amenity.
30 Under section 6a of the Resource Management Act 1991 the preservation of the natural character of rivers
and their margins, and the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development, is a
matter of national importance. Refer also to section 6.0 in this report, Planning Framework.
29
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3.11 Given the above, the assessment of landscape effects in this report focuses on effects on
existing urban or built-form aspects of the project area, and the contribution of the project to
the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
3.12 The assessment of visual amenity effects considers natural character (the natural landscape)
and the urban landscape, as both aspects of landscape contribute to views and the features
that people value.
3.13 Effects on ecology will contribute to natural character effects, as natural character includes
both natural science matters, and perceptions of “naturalness”.31 Ecology effects are
assessed by others, but findings are incorporated into the overall natural character effects
ratings in this assessment. The commentary provided in the assessment in this report focuses
on effects on perceptions of natural character.
3.14 Cultural values have been identified for the project area with reference to existing planning
documents and the project’s CVA.32 (Refer to Existing Environment evaluation, below).
Cultural matters are addressed by other specialist reporting, but assessment against the
identified cultural values for the project, (identified in the CVA), is integrated into the
assessment in this report, as it relates to landscape matters.33
Assumptions
3.15 While the design of the proposed trunk sewer is well developed, the design of ancillary
works, (such as stream bank protection works and some hillside cuts), is only at “concept”
level, to allow for more detailed geotechnical findings and other investigations to inform the
final design, in the next stages. The effects ratings provided in the summaries of findings in
this report, assume the inclusion of design recommendations made (in this report) for the
next stage - detailed design of the sewer project.
Assessment Methodology
3.16 The methodology used to consider potential natural character, landscape and visual amenity
effects of the proposal has followed best practice guidance provided by the New Zealand
Institute of Landscape Architects Tuia Pito Ora (NZILA)34 and includes the following:

31

Refer to the definition of “natural character” provided in Appendix B to this report.
Cultural Values Assessment, Porirua Development, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, October 2019.
33 With reference to the Greater Wellington Regional Council Regional Policy Statement, Policy 25, landscape
values relate to natural science, sensory (perceptual) and shared and recognised values including values to
Tangata Whenua.
34 Te Tangi a te Manu, Aotearoa New Zealand Landscape Assessment Guidelines; Tuia Pito Ora New Zealand
of Institute of Landscape Architects (NZILA); April 2021.
32
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•

Site visits to understand the immediate area and its context, and record the existing
environment in photographs (completed on 10 August 2021, 29 September 2021, and 2
February 2022);

•

Description and evaluation of the existing environment (the site and broader context –
the “Baseline Assessment” including existing level or degree of natural character);

•

Outline of the proposal and identification of components likely to generate natural
character, landscape and visual amenity effects;

•

Identification of the visual catchment (areas from which the proposal will be seen),
viewing audiences and key viewpoints where visual amenity effects are likely to be
most pronounced;

•

Consideration of mitigation included in the design, and recommendations for further
design measures to avoid, remedy and mitigate adverse effects, to be integrated
through detailed design;

•

Summative assessment of effects arising from the proposal, which assumes the
recommended design measures are able to be integrated; and

•

Conclusions.

3.17 Definitions of natural character and landscape used for the assessment are set out in
Appendix B to this report; along with an explanation of the NZILA effects ratings scale and
RMA terminology, as used by Isthmus Group.
3.18 In line with the NZILA assessment recommended best practice methodology, a 7-point scale
has been used to rate the effects, as set out below:
Very Low / Low / Moderate-Low / Moderate / Moderate-High / High / Very High
3.19 The 7-point scale is used to help summarise the project’s effects only and should not be
considered in isolation from the qualitative description.
3.20 Effects may be adverse, neutral or positive.
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3.21 While the NZILA does not provide a best practice note on specific methodology for
assessment of natural character effects35, there are accepted definitions of natural character
and the factors that contribute to it, that are informative, and guidance is provided in the
recently updated guidelines Te Tangi a te Manu. In summary, this assessment considers the
way in which the proposal may or may not shift the existing balance between
natural/naturalised and built components along the stream and its margins, thereby
generating adverse, neutral or positive natural character effects. (Refer to Appendix B for a
definition of natural character).
3.22 As a baseline for this assessment, a 7-pt scale is used to rate the existing level of natural
character, and unmodified and naturalised components contributing. This rating of existing
natural character assists in the overall evaluation of the impacts of the project and its
consistency with policy directives, to maintain and enhance natural character.

4.0 THE PROPOSAL
4.1

The Project comprises Stage 1 of the Bothamley Park sewer upgrade, being the upgrade of
the main trunk sewer from the eastern side of SH59 to northeast of Bellona Place (near 83
Castor Crescent) in eastern Porirua, with vegetation removal through to Niagara Street (to
provide for construction access).
A Bulk Infrastructure Drawing Set,36 full Works Description and Construction Methodology,

4.2

and Construction Environmental Management Plan (including a project description), are
included in Volume 2 of the application. The high-level outline provided below should be
read with reference to the further details provided in these documents and those listed
above at section 2.0.
4.3

Components of the proposed design relevant to this assessment (i.e. components likely to
generate natural character, landscape and visual amenity effects) are:
•

Construction activities. These will include work and storage areas, installation of
construction accessways and drilling machinery, use of construction machinery, vehicle
movements, a general increase in the number of people in the area (for construction

35
36

Best Practice Note 10.1 relates specifically to landscape and visual amenity effects assessment.
Stream Works Drawings.
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purposes), staging (extent of area worked on at any one time), and timing (duration of
the works in the stages, and as a whole);37
•

The preferred alignment for the new trunk sewer. This has been designed to avoid new
stream crossings as far as practicable. The new trunk sewer will be installed
underground for its whole length, comprising 2.4kms38 of new trunk sewer in trenched
and tunnelled sections, and with no components of the new sewer trunk to be visible
above ground (other than manhole covers finished flush with ground level).39 Three
new permanent stream crossings are required, with one installed below the stream-bed
near Champion Street), one installed below the stream-bed opposite Mepham Place
(with both of these being in reach 1), and the third being integrated into existing
infrastructure (in reach 4, at the Cannons Creek cascade structure);

•

Retention of the existing sewer pipes on the north side of Kenepuru Stream, to service
residential areas at Aotea. This avoids the need for further stream crossings to service
this area;40

•

Removal of existing above-stream sewer pipe crossings. As a principle for the project,
stream pipe crossings are being removed where these are above the stream (except in
one location, where the pipe needs to remain operational to service a connection from
Aotea, and levels do not allow for its functional inclusion below the stream bed). The
existing above-stream pipe crossings are in visually prominent locations as seen from
the adjacent Bothamley Park pathway, and in a degraded condition. The existing trunk
sewer crosses Kenepuru Stream/Cannons Creek in 21 locations in the Stage 1 works
area, with eleven of these locations being above-stream. The proposal will remove ten
of the existing above-stream pipe crossings;

•

Retention of existing stream pipe crossings where these are below the stream-bed.
These will either be retained for continued operational use, or decommissioned and

37

Broader amenity effects from the activities listed here will contribute to temporary natural character and
landscape effects, but are assessed in social impact, traffic and noise reporting for the project. This report
focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities (effects on views or outlook) including a
consideration of natural character and urban landscape matters not addressed by others.
38 Refer to consent drawings (Volume 2 Part 2), DG5107 - which shows the end of the trunk sewer at 2402m
chainage.
39 A number of manhole covers will be visible periodically along the alignment, including near the pathway in
places. However, these are needed for maintenance and functioning of the sewer, will be fewer in number
than existing manholes covers, and will be fairly unobstrusive, being flush with the ground, and tucked
against hillsides and/or surrounding by planting where possible.
40 Bothamley Park Sewer Stage 1 Construction Environmental Management Plan, Rev A Draft dated 31
January 2022, Te Aranga Alliance. Refer to Description of works, Existing pipeline to be retained.
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abandoned (grouted), but remaining in-situ (to reduce in-stream works and with the
pipes in these locations not being visible). The proposal will retain such pipes in ten
locations;
•

Stream-bank stabilisation in 17 locations – comprising a total of approximately 810 m41
along the Stage 1 length (including transitions and tie-ins). The stabilisation is needed to
reduce construction risks to Kenepuru Stream in some locations where vehicle access is
required, and is provided in other locations (where the edge is impacted by the sewer
project), to address existing/on-going erosion problems. Stabilisation is proposed as
rock rip-rap or streambank vertical retaining. A number of vertical retaining options are
proposed, with use at each stabilisation location dependant on the ground conditions
found in next stages of the project. Options proposed are either sheet pile or H Pile
(with integrated planting), or MSE wall (“green” MSE options only are proposed); with
rock-toe protection included where that is needed;

•

Earthworks to landforms in the Kenepuru Stream valley – needed for construction
vehicle access;

•

Vegetation removal, to provide for above-stream pipe removal, and required for
earthworks for construction access and pipe installation; and also proposed in areas
beyond those needed for the sewer works, as contribution to implementation of the
Draft Parks Landscape Plan (through removal of mature pines). Removal areas defined
in the consent drawings42 show a maximum area required to enable the Stage 1 works,
including for detailed consideration of cuts needed (and associated vegetation removal)
to minimise streambank retaining as possible in the detail design stage of the project;

•

Reinstatement of public access and paths as required (post trenching for the trunk
sewer installation), and including changes to the Bothamley Park entrance area, which
in part contributes to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan; and formation of new paths in
some locations;

•

Planting remediation and enhancements (refer to the Bothamley Sewer Upgrade
Planting Strategy, attached as Appendix A to this report.)

41

Refer to consent drawings (Volume 2 Part 2), DG2201.
Landscape and Vegetation Overview Plan (Volume 2: Part 2). Refer also to the Works Description and
Construction Methodology (Volume 2: Part 1) and the Construction Environmental Management Plan
(Volume 2: Part 3) for details.
42
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5.0 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT - DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION
Te Ao Māori Values for the Project
5.1

Ngāti Toa Rangatira are mana whenua and partner on the Porirua Development Project,
which is providing for the planned intensification and development of eastern Porirua.
Cultural values have been identified in the project area43 in the CVA and CIA and are

5.2

considered within this assessment as they relate to the definition of landscape.
5.3

Values proposed to guide the proposal are (as outlined in the CVA and CIA) are as follows:
•

Kaitiakitanga: an inherited responsibility of those who hold mana moana and mana
whenua to ensure that the mauri of the natural resources of their takiwa is healthy and
strong, and the life-supporting capacity of these ecosystems is preserved;

•

Kotahitanga: Partnership;

•

Mana: Opportunities to revitalise, promote and uphold our connection to place should
be explored. This can include, but is not limited to, signage, place and street names,
landscaping and development. The role and visibility of Ngāti Toa should be advanced
at every opportunity;

•

Ki Uta Ki Tai (from the mountains to the sea): Holistic and Integrated Management:

•

Mātauranga and Te Reo Māori: taonga values which can contribute to decision making
processes and operational delivery for holistic (community, environmental, cultural)
wellbeing;

•

Rangatiratanga: Self-determination and the ability to determine one’s own direction
and approach to sustainable development;

•

Manaakitanga: using the best available information and good judgement to ensure
positive cultural, economic and environmental outcomes;

•

Te Mana o Te Wai: Valuing freshwater and all that it represents and provides for,
including its inherent right to exist in its own state, as well as the species and
ecosystems within and surrounding it;

43

Cultural Values Assessment (CVA), Porirua Development, 2019; Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira. Values have
been identified for use in assessment reporting on the Botamley Park sewer upgrade. Refer also to the
Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA), October 2021; Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira.
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•

Mauri: Mauri is the life force that exists in all aspects of the natural world. Customary
concepts of whakapapa, tapu, and tikanga are exercised in order to preserve and
nurture mauri inherent in the environment;

•

Mahi mo te iwi: Opportunities to build capability and capacity of iwi members; and

•

Oranga/Ohanga: Tribal wellbeing (cultural, economic, environment) is a key measure of
success in this development.

Broadscale Landscape Context
5.4

Areas surrounding the project site provide an immediate context of growing residential
development – particularly to the south and east (at eastern Porirua - the location for the
Porirua Development project), but also to the north (at Aotea). Eastern Porirua is identified
for medium density development in the Porirua City Council Proposed District Plan.

5.5

Eastern Porirua has been subject to significant historical landform modifications,
predominantly through development in the 1950s/1960s. The context now provides a highly
modified and urbanised catchment for Kenepuru Stream (the sewer upgrade project area),
with stormwater draining directly into the stream from large parts of eastern Porirua (as well
as from smaller areas to the north at Aotea).

5.6

The original landcover across the Kenepuru Stream catchment would have included
continuous forest cover of mixed podocarps and broadleaf species, extending from the
coastal estuary to the ridgeline separating the catchment from the Hutt Valley.

5.7

Despite the predominant urbanisation of this context, areas of high ecology and habitat
values remain across the context along streams forming in the headwaters of the Belmont
Hills as Kenepuru Stream and its tributaries. The streams support resilient and important
ecological corridors which comprise near continuous ribbons of habitat from the Onepoto
arm of Te Awarua o Porirua to the upper headwaters and across to the Hutt Valley, and
include extensive areas of advanced regenerating forest which includes a number of
maturing apex tree species including podocarps, broadleaf forest and nectar sources. 44

5.8

Streams across the context coincide with the three major open spaces within eastern Porirua
- Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and the Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Together these
parks form a significant recreational, ecological and hydrological network of open space that

44Eastern

Porirua Landscape Plan, Contextual Analysis: Studio Pacific Architecture, Morphum, Locales;
November 2020.; pg.9.
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support the growing population of Ranui, Cannons Creek, Waitangirua, Ascot Park and
Aotea.45
Project site
5.9

The site comprises the Kenepuru Stream corridor, located inside Bothamley Park, and taking
in stream character reaches 1-6, and 8. (Refer to Appendix C to this report, for defined
boundaries of the reaches).

5.10 The following provides a description and evaluation of the existing natural character and
landscape values in the project area.
Natural Character
Lower Reaches (1 – 2)
5.11 The lower reaches are characterised by steep slopes to the north, highly elevated above the
stream corridor and predominantly covered with regenerating indigenous vegetation; and
largely flat, maintained grassed areas to either side of the Kenepuru Stream, with little
riparian planting, and a formed pathway through most of the area. The regeneration on
slopes north of the stream is fairly young (approximately 30 years, as indicated by the
historical photos provided for the project).
5.12 In the lower reaches the adjacent urban context is highly visible from within the stream
corridor, including roads and residential development to the south, residential development
at the top of landform to the north, and some infrastructure in the stream corridor (power
poles and lines, and parking areas).
5.13 The lower reaches (through to and including reach 3) include substantial historical infilling
from residential development (which occurred predominantly 1950/60s), with cleanfill
placed on the floodplain and the stream pushed to the side of the valley.46 This has
resulted in problems with bed and bank erosion in these reaches particularly, and with
generally lower levels of habitat and ecology value than in higher reaches.47

45

There are three major open spaces within Eastern Porirua; Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and the
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Together these parks form a significant recreational, ecological and
hydrological network of open space that supports the growing population of Rānui, Cannons Creek,
Waitangirua, Ascot Park and Aotea. Ref: Eastern Porirua Landscape Plan, Contextual Analysis: Studio Pacific
Architecture, Morphum, Locales; November 2020, pg. 5.
46 Wildland Consultants Ltd, 2012; Blaschke and Rutherford Environmental Consultants, 2010; as noted in the
Eastern Porirua Landscape Plan Contextual Analysis November 2020, SPA, Morphum, Locales; pg. 11.
47 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to the Summary of Existing Ecological Values.
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5.14 In the lower-middle reaches, efforts to deal with erosion problems have resulted in an
assortment of concrete blocks, gabions and timber retaining at stream edges in places.
These are highly visible and detract from natural character, both in terms of effects on
stream dynamics, ecology and habitat, and perceptually – as they adversely impact the visual
amenity which derives from natural landscape features (such as a natural, planted stream
edge).
5.15 There is still abundant in-stream habitat in places, with some locations providing diverse
instream habitat for fish and macroinvertebrates. Habitat includes undercut banks, root
mats, leaf litter jams, pools, and riffles,48 and there is inanga spawning habitat in the tidally

influenced lower riparian margins.49 Ecology findings have been that there are High
freshwater habitat and functions value, and Very High freshwater biodiversity value in the
Kenepuru Stream. Terrestrial vegetation value in the lower reaches has been found to be
Low.50
5.16 On balance, existing levels of natural character in the lower reaches are assessed as
Moderate-Low. (Refer also to the overall summary provided for all reaches, below).
Middle-Upper Reaches 4, 5, 6 and 8
5.17 Natural character increases east of the Bothamley Park carpark area, with the corridor
starting to become more enclosed by landform and denser/taller vegetation, with the
surrounding urban context becoming less visible, and habitat values increasing.
5.18 In the middle reaches views of the surrounding residential context are mostly limited to
glimpses of houses at the edge of elevated landform surrounding the stream. In the top
reaches the path is enclosed by an overhead canopy of trees, with very limited views of the
surrounding urban context until the eastern edge of the Park is reached (at Kokiri
Crescent/Niagara Street).
5.19 In these reaches large areas of mature pine contribute to perceptions of natural character,
although this is not indigenous.

48

Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Sewer Main Replacement Stage 1; Morphum
Environmental, 22 March 2022. Refer to section 2.0 Current Ecological Values.
49 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Sewer Main Replacement Stage 1; Morphum
Environmental, 22 March 2022. Refer to section 2.0 Current Ecological Values.
50 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to the Summary of Existing Ecological Values.
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5.20 Above-stream sewer pipes are a regular and highly visible occurrence through the middleupper reaches, where the stream corridor has an open character adjacent to the recreation
pathway. These detract significantly from natural character - adversely impacting the
perceptual “balance” between “natural” and “built”, detracting from the visual amenity
associated with “naturalness”, and including associated infrastructure which has modified
the stream hydraulics, resulting in scour holes and erosion, and contributing to habitat
degradation.51
5.21 Reach 4 includes built infrastructure (a “cascade” structure) on Cannons Creek Stream,
which impedes fish passage, and detracts from perceptions of natural character.
5.22 The upper reaches have been found to include a number of high ecology values. These
include High and Very High value for freshwater habitat/function and biodiversity,
respectively. Terrestrial vegetation is of Moderate value in the middle reaches (at the
regenerating understory in areas of pine), with the value increasing to Very High in the midupper reaches, due to the presence of actively regenerating forest.52
5.23 On balance, the existing levels of natural character are assessed as Moderate in the middle
reaches, increasing to Moderate-High in the upper reaches. (Refer also the summary for all
reaches, below).
Summary: All reaches
5.24 Overall, the stream and its regenerating valley corridor “read” as natural against the
surrounding urban context, due to the predominance of natural landscape features over
built form inside the stream corridor, and the perceptual and experiential contrast this
provides to surrounding developed areas.
5.25 With reference to Te Ao Māori values for the project and the CIA, cultural values in the area
will be closely tied to natural landscape values, including natural processes and patterns, and
the presence of planting providing for the mauri of the stream, including clean waters and
healthy indigenous flora, fauna and ecosystems.

51

Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to the Executive Summary, page 3.
52 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to the Summary of Existing Ecological Values.
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5.26 The significant landform and vegetation modifications and ongoing problems with degraded
water quality from sewer overflows53 will mean that cultural values derived from existing
natural character will likely be severely impacted through the project area.
5.27 There are, however, areas of valuable habitat and ecology remaining through the project
area, as indicated by ecology surveying for the project.54 Bothamley Park is identified as a
Significant Natural Area in the Porirua City Council Proposed District Plan, and includes
significant amounts of regeneration of indigenous vegetation. Overall, Bothamley Park and
the surrounding Kenepuru Stream catchment form one of the most intact urban stream
corridors in the Wellington Region.55
5.28 On balance, on a 7-point scale, the lower reaches are assessed as holding a Moderate-Low
level of natural character, rising to Moderate in middle reaches, and Moderate-High in the
upper reaches. While there are some high and very high habitat values in the upper reaches,
and views of development and built form are limited, the Moderate-High rating in the upper
reaches acknowledges that the area is far from pristine.
Landscape
5.29 Bothamley Park is a key open space in eastern Porirua. It includes an existing shared
walkway and cycle pathways that extend from Rānui to Ascot Park, and is an important
space for getting around eastern Porirua, and as a connector through to Porirua City and
wider transport connections.
5.30 There is currently little evidence of cultural expression (reflective of Te Ao Māori) or of the
diverse local community, built into urban features in the Park.
5.31 Landscape character inside Bothamley Park is largely derived from natural character (more
so in the upper reaches), as natural landscape features dominate over built features in this
area.
5.32 In addition to changing levels of natural character through the reaches, (as outlined above –
refer to Natural Character), landscape character differences from reach to reach arise from a

53

As outlined in the project outline.
Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to the Summary of Existing Ecological Values.
55 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 202, section 2.0.
54
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changing sense of enclosure, and from differences in the relationship of the Park edge to
surrounding areas of development.
5.33 Lower reaches are more open in character, less tightly confined by landform and vegetation,
and are generally edged by house frontages, and with clear access points.
5.34 Mid-upper reaches become progressively enclosed by landform and vegetation, access
points become more hidden, and dwellings present their backs to the project area.56
5.35 The top reach (reach 8) becomes less tightly enclosed by landform, but the pathway
becomes enclosed by vegetation, with a dense overhead tree canopy (mostly mature pines),
and limited views out for stretches.

6.0 PLANNING FRAMEWORK
6.1

Relevant statutory and planning matters have been taken into consideration in development
of the consent plans, and in this assessment, particularly in relation to the Resource
Management Act (RMA) 1991 (sections 6 and 7), the Greater Wellington Regional Policy
Statement, the Greater Wellington Proposed Natural Resources Plan, and the Porirua City
Council’s Operative and Proposed District Plans.

6.2

Most relevant points to note in relation landscape and visual matters are:

RMA 1991
6.3

Natural character effects on Kenepuru Stream need to be considered as a matter of national
importance under s6(a), in relation to rivers and their margins. In this context, Section s6(a)
addresses the preservation of natural character of the stream and its margins and the
protection of it from inappropriate development.

6.4

Under s7(c ) and (f) of the RMA particular regard needs to be given to the maintenance and
enhancement of amenity values57 (s7(c )) and the quality of the environment (s7(f)).

56

As shown in the contextual analysis for the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan, refer to Eastern Porirua
Landscape Plan Contextual Analysis November 2020, SPA, Morphum, Locales; pg. 24.
57 The Resource Management Act 1991 defines amenity values as “those natural or physical qualities and
characteristics of an area that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence,
and cultural and recreational attributes.”
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Greater Wellington Regional Policy Statement
6.5

The Regional Policy Statement contains provisions relating to the preservation of natural
character in the coastal environment. The project area is outside the defined coastal
environment in the PCC Proposed District Plan (refer below). (The coastal environment is not
defined in the PCC Operative District Plan).

Greater Wellington Proposed Natural Resources Plan
6.6

Kenepuru Stream is identified in Schedule F of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan as a
tributary of Porirua Stream containing ecosystems and habitats with significant ecological
and biodiversity values.58

PCC District Plan (Operative and Proposed District Plans)
Operative District Plan
6.7

Under the Operative Plan the project area is covered by a Landscape Protection overlay. The
Plan includes specific policies and rules to ensure the particular landscape merits of these
areas are recognised. Assessments of land use applications for earthworks in a Landscape
Protection overlay are required to have regard to the particular characteristics of the area
and any impact such a development will have on the amenity and intrinsic values of that
particular landscape/ecological area.
Proposed District Plan

6.8

The project area is identified as a Significant Natural Area (SNA) in the Proposed District
Plan. The SNA identification is due to the due to the very high habitat values hosted by the
well-connected regenerating riparian margin vegetation along the Kenepuru Stream.59

6.9

There are no landscape overlays identified in the PCC Proposed District Plan for the project
area. (The Draft Cannons Creek Ridge Special Amenity Landscape is located at a distance to
the east, as identified in the Proposed District Plan).

6.10 The project area falls outside the defined Coastal Environment in the Proposed District Plan.

58

Effects on ecology and habitat (assessed by others) will contribute to natural character and landscape
effects.
59 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental, 22
March 2022. Refer to Site Overview.
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6.11 Bothamley Park is zoned as Open Space Zone in the Proposed District Plan, except for some
parts below Aotea. These parts are zoned General Residential Zone, but are expected to
become vested in council as reserve, through the development occurring at Aotea.

7.0 VISUAL CATCHMENT/VIEWING AUDIENCE
7.1

Views of the project area are likely to be possible from:
•

Residential areas to the south and east (Mepham Place, Champion Street, York Place,
Lincoln Grove, Hereford Street, Cheshire Street, Bellona Place, Castor Crescent, Kokiri
Crescent);

•

Residential areas to the north – from elevated parts of Aotea sitting at the edge of
Bothamley Park (John Burke Drive, Queen Charlotte Drive, Opaoa Way, Sumner Terrace
and Tasman Close); and

•
7.2

The interiors of Bothamley Park and (to a limited degree) Cannons Creek Park.

The main viewing audiences will comprise:
•

Residents (as outlined above);

•

Recreational users of Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park;

•

Commuters using Bothamley Park for walking/cycling access to Porirua city and railway
station; and

•

Drivers on the adjacent roads (as above).

Viewpoints60
7.3

Nine viewpoints have been selected to represent views of the project, from inside
Bothamley Park and in prominent/close views from surrounding areas, to assist in
understanding the visual amenity effects across the range of affected audiences.

7.4

Refer to Appendix D to this report for stitched photos providing viewpoints 1-9.

60

Visual simulations have not been produced for the sewer upgrade as these were not considered necessary
to understand effects on views. Stitched photos have been used to understand the likely visual amenity
effects.
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PART B: ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
8.0 ASSESSMENT STRUCTURE
8.1

The following provides assessment for the lower, middle and upper character reaches of the
Kenepuru Stream.

8.2

Detailed commentary on effects is provided for natural character, landscape and visual
amenity effects in each reach area (lower, middle and upper), in sections 9.0 – 12.0.

8.3

Recommendations are set out in section 13.0 for further design measures needed beyond
those included in the proposed design (consent drawings), to reduce adverse natural
character and landscape effects from the proposed works, at the detail design stage of the
project (i.e. next stages, beyond this consent). The design recommendations are included as
the design of ancillary works, (such as stream bank protection works and some hillside cuts)
is only at “concept” level (to allow for more detailed geotechnical findings and other
investigations to inform the final design, in the next stages).

8.4

Section 13.0 also includes recommendations for conditions relating to the further design
measures, to manage adverse effects at the detailed design stage.

8.5

Rating of effects for the reaches is provided in a summary table at section 14.0. This enables
effects ratings to be viewed together, and considered and understood across the reaches.
Separate ratings are provided for the proposed design (as provided in the consent drawings);
and with inclusion of the further design measures recommended, as set out in this report (in
section 13.0).

8.6

A summary of effects and overall conclusions is provided at section 16.0. The findings
provided in the summaries in this report (section 16.0 and the Executive Summary), are
based on the inclusion of the design recommendations (section 13.0) to reduce adverse
natural character and landscape effects - that is: this assessment assumes the design
recommendations will be integrated into the detailed design of the sewer upgrade, and
overall final ratings for effects have been set accordingly.

9.0 LOWER REACHES KENEPURU STREAM (REACHES 1 & 2)
9.1

The lower reaches are located east of SH59 (formerly SH1), from Mepham Place to below
York Place, taking in the Bothamley Park entrance and carpark (off Champion Street).
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9.2

Refer to drawings EPYK10-DG-5152 to 5153 for work areas; drawings EPYK10-DG-0601, 2201,
2202 and 2151 for proposed works; and to viewpoints 1 and 2 in Appendix D to this report.

Construction (temporary) effects
Timing and Extent
9.3

Reach 1 will include work areas and activities for section 1B – SH59 to Champion Street.
Effects will occur primarily from Mepham Place (adjacent to SH59) through to Champion
Place, approximately opposite 20 Champion Street. The expected duration of works in this
area is indicated as approximately 6 months.

9.4

Reach 2 will be impacted by construction work sections 1D: Champion Street to York Place,
and 1E: York Place, with work areas and activities across the extent of the reach, and
including views of sections 1D and 1E activities at the western end of reach 3 below York
Place, inside the valley corridor. Work in this area will occur over approximately 14 months.

9.5

In summary, (as shown by the indicative programme), work areas and activities in the lower
reaches are planned to occur sequentially over approximately 17 months, with work at
Mepham Place and below York Place (to the west) occurring simultaneously, once work at the
Bothamley Park carpark entrance is complete. Works in the lower reaches are predominantly
on the valley floor.
Temporary Effects

9.6

There will be temporary adverse effects on natural character, landscape values, and visual
amenity, from views of the work areas and construction activities.61

9.7

Those most affected will be:
•

Dwellings at Mepham Place, due to proximity to the work areas and activities. Effects
will occur for a relatively short time period (6months), with adverse effects reduced as
main work areas are not directly in front of Mepham Place dwellings, (or separated by a
change in elevation and/or vegetation).

61

Broader amenity effects of construction (such as noise, construction vehicle movements, public access to
the Park) will impact natural character and landscape, but are assessed by others in social impact, traffic and
noise reporting. This report focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities including a
consideration of natural character and urban landscape matters not addressed by others Refer also to
comments under Approach, at paragraph 3.0 in this report.
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•

Bothamley Park users and commuters, with continued access to the underpass to
Porirua City from Mepham Place; the work area extending over most of the Park
entrance carpark off Champion Street; and the works at the carpark occurring over
more than 1.5 years. Views will be in close proximity, and Park users could be high in
number, although the level of adverse effect will be reduced by the transitory nature of
the use (viewers passing through the area).

9.8

In general, (away from Mepham Place), views from other dwellings around the lower reaches
will be limited, due to the overall level of separation by distance and change in elevation.62

9.9

Views for those using adjacent roads will largely be limited to around Mepham Place, due to
the general enclosure of reach 2 by landform. The adverse effect from Mepham Place will be
reduced by the transitory nature of views (drivers passing by).

9.10 Use of a second temporary bridge63 for construction access (approximately opposite 20
Champion Street), is recommended64, to remove/reduce the need for use of the northern
side of the stream (opposite Mepham Place), reducing potential adverse visual amenity
effects on dwellings at Mepham Place.65
9.11 For reach 2, the indicative programme shows a three-month break between the end of
section 1D and the start of section 1E, with retention of the work area at the western end of
reach 2 over that time (for use during construction of section 1E). It is recommended to
reduce/remove the break in the programme if possible, to lessen the time western parts of
reach 2 are in use (reducing duration and scale of effects for Park users in reach 2).

Operational (Long-term/Permanent) Effects:
Natural Character Effects
Stream bed and banks
9.12 Two new permanent stream crossings (a branch sewer at Location B and the main trunk
sewer at Location C)66 are included. Both will be installed below the stream bed and not

62

Dwellings to the north at Aotea sit approximately 50m above the valley floor, and with views at times
limited by the complex topography and winding character of the stream corridor.
63 Proposed as possible in the Works Description and Construction Methodology, section 1b (Volume 2: Part
1).
64 With appropriate measures in place to mitigate adverse effects on Kenepuru Stream.
65 This would also contribute to implementation of the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, as a possible future bridge
is identified at this location.
66 Refer Pipe Crossings Overview Plan (Volume 2: Part 2)
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visible, meaning there will be no long-term adverse effects on perceptions of natural
character from their presence.
9.13 Five existing pipe stream-crossings are to be abandoned (decommissioned and remaining insitu), and four existing pipe stream crossings will remain in place and operational. All of these
pipe crossings are below the stream bed or not highly visible, and not detracting substantially
from perceptions of natural character. Retention will have neutral perceptual effect.
9.14 Two temporary stream pipe crossings required to provide for directional drilling will not
generate significant long-term adverse effects on perceptions of natural character, due to the
temporary use, and reinstatement post works with planting.67
9.15 Stream-edge stabilisation is proposed at Location 15 (the same location as the proposed main
trunk sewer pipe crossing), comprising rock rip rap, with planting incorporated into the rockwork. The inclusion of the planting, (as proposed in the consent plans), will soften the rock
work and contribute to improved natural character. This will provide a higher quality edge in a
part of the stream which currently has ongoing erosion problems.
9.16 In the vicinity of the Bothamley Park carpark, retaining for stabilisation of the stream banks is
required at Locations 1, 1A and 2. The path is very narrow in these locations, and the existing
stream edge is eroding. At location 1A edge protection is required to reduce risks to the
stream from forming a new gravel recreation track along the north berm.
9.17 At these locations (1 and 1A) the proposed retaining will be open to views from surrounding
berms and pathways,68 as there are clear views of the stream from these areas, and there will
be tracks to either side of the stream and retaining.69 Adverse perceptual effects will be
lessened by the proposed integrated planting in the retaining design, and by the existing
lower levels of natural character in this reach, with existing sealed carparking areas and
structures present for the main vehicular entrance for Bothamley Park. Locations 1 and 1A
will be seen together, in close proximity to each other, and this will increase the adverse
perceptual effect in the immediate area.

67

Refer to Works Description and Construction Methodology, section 1b (Volume 2: Part 1).
Refer Stream Bank Protection Overview Plan (Volume 2: Part 2)
69 Retention of a construction access route is proposed on the north side of stream, post construction works,
for recreational use and contribution to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
68
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9.18 Locations 1 and 1A are at a stream-edge identified in notes from the Draft Landscape Plan
masterplanning team70 as a potential area for provision of recreational water access. Even
without this recreational access, minimisation of retaining in these locations is recommended
to reduce the combined effect, with consideration of possible hillside cuts adjacent to the
north to achieve that at location 1A, at the detailed design stage.
9.19 Cuts to hillsides which result in a visible rock face are not frequent or usual on the north side
of the stream,71 and remediation planting would be recommended (it may be possible to
achieve screening with planting on the berm – recommended to be considered at the detailed
design stage).
Natural Landforms (stream valley)
9.20 Earthworks in the lower reaches (away from the stream) are predominantly located on
(modified) berms and with reinstatement, as proposed72, will not generate long-term adverse
perceptual effects.
9.21 A hillside cut is proposed adjacent (to the south) to stream-bank stabilisation location 2.
(Refer to Detail 4 on DG-2506 in Volume 2: Part 2 for a typical cross-section). There will be a
permanent adverse effect on natural landform, however, the effect is reduced because the
landform has already been subject to a large cut, to form the Bothamley Park pathway. As a
further mitigating factor relevant to note, without the cut, the stream edge could be
adversely impacted by the works due to the constricted space.
9.22 Other hillside earthworks (at the start and end of directional drilling) will be small in area,
located lower on landforms (reducing visual prominence), which will reduce long-term
adverse perceptual effects.
9.23 Overall, new pipes are installed entirely underground. The methodology (directional drilling)
avoids the need for further, more extensive earthworks (and vegetation removal) – for
example, if the route was entirely trenched. (This is true for the entire project area).

70

This is not shown in the excerpt from the Draft Parks Landscape Plan provided for this assessment, but is
shown in further informal notes provided as input to the sewer project by Studio Pacific Architecture.
71 Cuts to the stream valley landforms are far more prevalent to the south of the stream due to the presence
of the Bothamley Park pathway.
72 Refer to the Works Description and Construction methodology, section 1b (Volume 2: Part 1), Earthworks;
and the Planting Startegy at Appendix A to this report.
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Vegetation (stream valley - berm and hillside)
9.24 Across the extent of the lower reaches, vegetation removal for the sewer works is fairly
minimal.
9.25 Adverse perceptual effects relating to removal areas to the north of Mepham Place will be
reduced by the scale of the surrounding vegetated landforms.
9.26 The main area of vegetation removal is located adjacent to streambank stabilisation location
2, and extends into reach 3 on slopes below York Place. This includes a smaller area needed
for the sewer works - needed to provide for earthworks to reduce risks to streambanks during
construction, (refer to Natural Landforms, above), and further, more extensive removal
extending onto slopes below York Place, with pine removal to contribute to implementation
of the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
9.27 Remediation of the cut face with planting (adjacent to stabilisation location 2) is not proposed
in the consent plans, as it will be a rock face. The new cut face (without planting remediation)
will, over time, include a similar character to the existing bank, developing a weathered
patina and likely to include some vegetation (likely to mostly be exotic grass, as is the case on
a number of existing cuts alongside the pathway). (Refer also to the recommended design
measures in section 13.0, for possible treatments to mitigate adverse effects of cut faces).
9.28 Enhancement planting across the extent of the pine removal area is proposed as part of the
sewer works project (as shown in the Planting Strategy for the project (refer to Appendix A to
this report)). This will contribute to improved natural character in the long term.
9.29 While an easement of approximately 4m wide is required over the new trunk sewer, it is
understood73 that inclusion of low, shrub-type planting will be acceptable, and this is
recommended as mitigation (as included in the Planting Strategy).
9.30 The overall effect on reach 2 of the proposed vegetation changes will be an immediate
reduction in exotic natural character, (at the Park entrance and at the eastern end of the
reach, below York Place), with an increase in indigenous natural character over time, as
planting is incorporated and grows. This will provide a long-term positive effect on natural
character in the lower reaches.

73

Through informal discussions with the project’s engineering team.
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Landscape Effects
Existing Urban Features
9.31 Reinstatement of the Bothamley Park pathway to its existing width and surfacing is not stated
in the information provided for this assessment, but has been advised by engineering team.
9.32 The sewer project will provide a water supply for possible future amenities (such as toilets
and a drinking supply) at the Bothamley Park entrance carpark (refer below also, to Draft
Parks Landscape Plan).
9.33 Remediation of the Bothamley Park carpark entrance is proposed, in accordance with the
detailed Landscape and Planting Plan to be developed for the area at the detail design stage
of the sewer project (as shown in the Planting Strategy – refer to Appendix A to this report).
9.34 The effects of the project’s remediation of the carpark area cannot be assessed in detail, as
the design is yet to be developed (as outlined in the previous paragraph). However, as the
proposed detailed plan is to be developed in consultation with the Eastern Porirua Parks
masterplanning team74 and PCC, this should provide for a positive outcome. The sewer
project will implement the detailed plan in parts affected by the sewer works, as remediation
of the area, and will make allowance for future works in the detailed plan where those are
outside the construction footprint of the project.75
Draft Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
9.35 In the lower reaches the sewer upgrade design will contribute to/enable concepts identified
in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, through:
•

Development of a detailed landscape plan76 for the Bothamley Park carpark area as part
of detail design for the sewer upgrade;

•

Provision for possible future toilets and drinking water supply at the Bothamley Park
carpark entrance. The Draft Parks Landscape Plan identifies the carpark as a potential
primary entrance to Bothamley Park, with possible public amenities;

74

Studio Pacific Architecture, Morphum Environmental, Locales.
Refer to the Works Description and Construction Methodology, section 1d, “Other” (Volume 2: Part 1).
76 Proposed to be developed by Te Aranga with the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan team and Porirua
City Council, during detail design stage of the sewer works. (Refer to the Works Description and Construction
Methodology, section 1d).
75
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•

Removal of pines at the eastern end of the reach and planting enhancement of those
areas, in line with the Draft Parks Landscape Plan. The proposed removal of pines and
enhancement planting extends well beyond areas needed for the sewer works;

•

Inclusion of stream bank stabilisation (rock rip rap with planting) in the lower reaches identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan as an area for phased stream enhancement
and protection;

•

Provision for a future bridge identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan adjacent to
SH59/Mepham Place, through establishing earthworks and inclusion of suitable bridge
abutment design for a lightweight pedestrian bridge;77

•

Retention of a gravel construction access track on the north side of the stream, for
recreational use. This will provide a new walking/cycling accessway on this side of the
stream, as identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan;

•

Reinstatement of grassed berms to maintain open space, in line with the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan.

9.36 A second potential site for a new bridge is identified by the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, near
the sewer project’s reach 1 eastern work area (adjacent to Champion Street). Use of a
possible second temporary bridge in this area for construction access of the sewer pipe
(recommended in this report to reduce construction effects on residents of Mepham Place –
refer above) could provide for this future bridge, as an additional benefit contributing to the
Draft Parks Masterplan.
9.37 A track on the northern side of the stream between the two proposed work areas is proposed
for vehicle access for the sewer construction works. The route is identified in the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan for improved pedestrian/cycling access. The construction access route is not
proposed for reinstatement as a pedestrian route as part of the works, as it is considered that
this would be best constructed as part of any future works to construct permanent bridges.78
Reinstatement of middle parts as a formed pathway is recommended in this assessment, to
build in positive benefits through further contribution to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, post

77

Retention of the temporary bridge has been found to be unsuitable due to risks posed in the flood plain
with the heavier structure required for construction vehicles. Refer to Works Description and Construction
Methodology, Construction Section 1b (Volume 2, Part 1).
78 Works Description and Construction Methodology, section 1b (Volume 2: Part 1), Enabling Future
Outcomes and Alignment with Parks Masterplan.
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sewer works. The ends of the route can be left unformed to provide for best-fit connection
into any future bridge/s.
9.38 Sewer design plans79 include a reclamation pond for construction purposes in eastern parts of
reach 2. The exact shape and location is to be confirmed. When the reclamation pond is
reinstated (as proposed) the final recreation track provided should be formed to provide good
connections across the stream (i.e. to follow desire lines).
Visual Amenity Effects
9.39 Long-term changes to views for dwellings in areas surrounding the lower reaches will be fairly
small in scale overall, due to the extent of changes in this area and as most dwellings gain
only distant views, with changes seen as part of a much wider context. There will be a small
short-term impact from vegetation removal in some areas, but this will change to a positive
effect with new planting, over time.
9.40 There will be a short-term impact on views for Bothamley Park users from vegetation removal
around the entrance particularly, and below York Place, but the adverse effect will reduce
over time, changing to a positive effect with increased amenity inside the Park from natural
character improvements. At one location there will be an adverse impact from a cut to
landform, but this too will soften over time.

10.0 MID-REACHES KENEPURU STREAM (REACHES 3 AND 4)
10.1 The mid reaches comprise parts around the York Place knoll, through to the entrance to
Cannons Creek Park. Refer to drawings EPYK10-DG-5153 to 5154 for work areas; drawings
EPYK10-DG-0601, 2201, 2202 and 2151 for proposed works (Volume 2, Part 2); and to
viewpoints 3-6 in Appendix D to this report.

Construction (Temporary) Effects
Timing and Extent
10.2 The mid reaches will be impacted by construction sections 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G and 1H, indicated
as extending over a period of approximately 19 months.
10.3 Construction works in the mid-reaches will include visually prominent work areas, with
removal of large areas of mature pines and extensive earthworks for construction vehicle

79

Refer DG-5105.
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access, on slopes below York Place and at the entrance to Cannons Creek Park. Work areas
and activities will also occur along the extent of the stream valley corridor, although these
will be more confined inside landform, and less open to views from surrounding areas, and
with public access excluded in parts/at some times.
10.4 Overall, there will be an immediate impact in all views of the project area, from the largescale removal of pines, with the areas taking on the appearance of work areas for a period of
time.
Temporary Effects
10.5 Dwellings most highly impacted will be on York Place, and around the northern end of
Cannons Creek Park (the western ends of Bellona Place and Triton Place, and small parts of
Cheshire Street):
•

Dwellings at York Place will be most highly impacted, due to the proximity of dwellings
to a construction accessway and the smaller scale and more enclosed character of the
areas (as residential streets), which will amplify adverse effects; and the proximity of
dwellings to substantial removal of large-scale/tall vegetation (pines).

•

Dwellings around Cannons Creek Park gaining direct and elevated views over work
areas inside Cannons Creek Park are slightly higher in number than those most
impacted at York Place, but are more separated from the work areas.

10.6 Views for users of Cannons Creek Park will be limited by the precluded access through the
area and adverse effects reduced by the transitory nature of views (in visits only). However,
views gained will be across an extensively sized work area, for an extended period of time.
10.7 Adverse effects in views for dwellings at Aotea (at the edge of Bothamley Park) will be
reduced by distance, and with affected parts being small within more extensive views. 80
10.8 Views of the works from inside Bothamley Park will be limited, due to the existing public
pathway through the reach (at the works) being partially closed in stage 1D, and fully closed
for stages 1E, 1F, 1G and 1H.81

80

With the closest dwelling being at a distance of more than 100m, and with dwellings at Aotea being
between approximately 20m and 50m above the works areas.
81 The effects of limits on public access are assessed by others.
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10.9 Existing vegetation at York Place property boundaries - to the south of the work area, and at
side boundaries of the lot proposed for vehicle access, should be retained as much as
possible, to screen views of construction activities and lay-down areas and reduce the visual
impact of the works.
10.10 It is recommended that use of the construction access route at York Place be minimised as
possible, with other access routes used in preference, where these are more removed from
dwellings, (for example, at Cannons Creek Park and off Champion Street).
10.11 The work area inside Cannons Creek Park is extensive in scale. Keeping physical components
(such as lay-down and stockpiling) to the northern end to reduce the overall extent of visible
construction components (not including vehicle access tracking through the area) is
recommended to reduce adverse construction effects.

Operational (Long-term/Permanent) Effects:
Natural Character Effects
Stream bed and banks
10.12 Existing stream pipe crossings are to be removed in six locations. As the existing pipes are all
above-stream and highly visible, this will provide a significant improvement to perceptions of
natural character in the middle reaches of Kenepuru Stream.
10.13 At the Cannons Creek Stream cascade structure82 the alignment needs to cross the Cannons
Creek Stream. The new pipe crossing has been designed to integrate into the existing
cascade structure.83 While the cascade structure is clearly not natural, the proposed design
will avoid adverse effects on perceptions of natural character (and visual amenity – refer
below), at this location, compared to a design approach where the sewer pipe is visible
crossing the cascading waters.
10.14 Stream bank stabilisation with vertical retaining is proposed at locations 3, 5 and 6 (refer to
DG-2201 in Volume 2: Part 2).84 Use of retaining through these reaches will reduce risks to

82

This is in the area of the confluence of the Cannons Creek and Kenepuru Streams. The Cannons Creek
Stream descends over a stepped structure. The structure is a clearly constructed component in the stream i.e.
it does not provide well for natural character.
83 Works Description and Construction methodology, section 1g (Volume 2: Part 1).
84 Refer to assessment for the upper reaches, for effects at stabilisation Location 7.
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the natural character of the stream at locations 5 and 685 from construction of the
Bothamley sewer, (with any adverse effects likely to extend beyond the construction
period), and will address long-standing and ongoing erosion problems at location 3.86 This
will provide long-term benefits to natural character.
10.15 The proposal will introduce new built components at the natural edge of the stream, in a
part of the stream corridor with a moderate level of existing natural character. The
perceptual impact in the mid (and upper) reaches of the stream will be greater than in lower
reaches, due to the higher levels of existing natural character.
10.16 The vertical front of the retaining will likely be visible at all locations, due to bends/curves in
the pathway and stream.87 Inclusion of planting in the H-pile/Sheet-pile retaining as
proposed will reduce adverse effects. Use of the proposed ‘green’ MSE type walls, will be
most effective at reducing adverse effects, and is the recommended solution where this is
possible. (This principle will apply across all reaches).
10.17 Adverse effects will be reduced at location 6 due to the near-by presence of the Cannons
Creek cascade structure, which lowers existing perceptions of natural character.
10.18 The overall level of adverse effect can be reduced by inclusion of suitable design measures
during detailed design of retaining. Planting integrated into retaining is proposed in the
consent drawings – and shown in cross-section. Detailed design of planting at the top of the
wall (width and shape of planting bed) will be particularly important in perceptual terms, as
this will be the area most visible to park users. In the mid-upper reaches particularly (where
there is generally higher existing natural character), planting should appear well integrated
into the natural context, and avoid appearing as “lines,” or as separate “amenity” or
“pathway” planting, as this would detract from natural character. (Refer also to design
recommendations at section 13.0, below).

85

At Locations 5 and 6 the path is very narrow and there is insufficient space for construction vehicle access
along the track. Refer to Bothamley Park Sewer Stage 1 Works Description and Construction Methodology
Rev C, sections 1e and 1f (Volume 2: Part 1). Construction risks to Kenepuru Stream relate largely to ecology
and habitat. Ecology effects are assessed by others. Longer term adverse effects are considered in this report
under the Natural Character heading.
86 At Location 3 the path is very narrow and the existing stream edge is eroding. Refer to Works Description
and Construction methodology, section 1d, Streambank stabilisation (Volume 2: Part 1).
87 Location 5 may be visible from the nearby swimming hole (depending on the extent of the stream used for
swimming). Location 3 will include concealment from the north side of the stream, due to the presence of
thick, tall streamside vegetation on the north bank (retained by the sewer project).
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Natural Landforms (stream valley)
10.19 Extensive earthworks are required in the middle reaches to provide accessways for
construction vehicles to enter the site from surrounding areas. The earthworks will generate
long-term changes to landforms, on east facing slopes of the knoll to the north of York Place,
and at the steep bank where Bothamley Park meets Cannons Creek Park.
10.20 The bank between Bothamley and Cannons Creek Park has been modified for pedestrian
tracks and inclusion of the cascade structure on Cannons Creek Stream, and adjacent
landform at Cannons Creek Park is extensively modified. This reduces the significance of the
proposed modifications. Reinstatement of the area predominantly to existing levels is
proposed, with remediation planting around the reinstated access track, and enhancement
planting in areas beyond those needed for the sewer works. (Refer also to Vegetation,
below). This will provide a similar access track to that existing, with planting enhancement.
10.21 Eastern slopes of the knoll at York Place include tracks that appear to be used for vehicle
access, but the landform is predominantly unmodified. Reinstatement of the construction
access to the east is proposed, to provide a pedestrian pathway. Planting remediation is
included, which will reduce adverse effects, and provide for an improved access point to the
Park. It is possible that some cuts may result in rock faces unable to be treated with planting.
However, this would not be out of character with other rock-face cuts present along the
track network through Bothamley Park, and the final earthworks proposed do not appear to
include cuts which are particularly high. 88
10.22 An opportunity for a terraced raingarden is identified adjacent to the proposed construction
accessway at York Place. Engineers have confirmed89 that proposed reinstated earthworks
will not preclude this opportunity.
10.23 A pedestrian track is proposed from York Place on west facing slopes of the knoll. This area is
very steep and is currently unmodified. Effects of the track cannot be assessed, as no
earthworks information has been provided, and the extent of likely cuts is unknown. The
track is an opportunity identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
10.24 Work areas inside Cannons Creek Park (including earthworks for a mud accumulation pond)
will be reinstated to the current condition,90 meaning no long-term adverse effects.

88

Cross-sections have not been provided, but from the plans cuts appear to be less than approximately 2m
high.
89 Through informal discussions (phone call).
90 Works Description and Construction methodology, section1g (Volume 2: Part 1).
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10.25 Other smaller required changes to natural landforms (to provide for directional drilling) are
not significant due to their extent and proposed for remediation with planting.
10.26 Detailed landscape plans are proposed for the above construction accessways at York Place
and Cannons Creek Park (as shown in the Planting Strategy). These are to be developed at
the detail design stage of the sewer works project, with the plans required to tie-in to the
Draft Parks Landscape Plan, and to be developed in consultation with the appropriate design
teams working on projects coming from the Draft Landscape Plan. The detailed landscape
plans may require changes to the final earthworks as proposed for this consent, to tie-in
with opportunities in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan. The effects of the proposed detailed
landscape plans cannot be assessed at this stage. However, it is reasonable to assume that
recommended requirements for tie into the Draft Parks Landscape Plan and inclusion of
landscape architecture input from the relevant design teams, (working in adjacent or wider
areas), will provide for positive outcomes. (Refer to section 13.0 for recommended
conditions relating to this).
10.27 Overall, in the long-term, the reinstated construction accessways below Cannons Creek Park
and to the east of the York Place knoll, (as proposed for this application, and with any future
detail changes that might occur), will appear alongside other modifications through the
stream valley corridor to provide for recreational access, (including the main pathway, which
incorporates a number of substantial cut rock faces). Impacts on natural character will be
reduced by this association. Proposed new planting will reduce adverse effects of
earthworks changes.
10.28 It should be an aim of the detailed landscape plans to avoid the need for two stages of
earthworks (for example, first for sewer works reinstatement, and then later for works
needed to implement raingarden or wetland opportunities in the same area). This will avoid
further future disturbance to near-by dwellings and park users.
Vegetation (stream valley - berm and hillside)
10.29 Large areas of vegetation removal are proposed in the middle reaches, at the York Place
knoll and on slopes below the knoll, and at the entrance from Bothamley Park to Cannons
Creek Park.
10.30 Vegetation removal is required to provide for construction vehicle access for the sewer
project. The proposed removal goes significantly beyond that required by the sewer project,
however, to include all mature pines in the areas indicated on the plans. This is to contribute
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to implementation of the Draft Parks Landscape Plan. Remediation planting of removal parts
needed for the sewer is proposed, as well as enhancement planting with new indigenous
species (as part of the sewer project) across the entire pine removal areas in the middle
reaches.
10.31 The proposed detailed landscape and planting plans for this area (refer above to Natural
Landforms, and to the Planting Strategy at Appendix A to this report), will provide for tie-in
of new planting with the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, and more detailed projects coming
from the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.91 (The Draft Landscape Plan identifies this area as an
important entry point to the park and for access improvements).
10.32 As exotic species, pines contribute less to perceptions of natural character than indigenous,
so while they are mature trees of stature, the permanent adverse effects on natural
character resulting from their removal will be less. The undergrowth includes regenerating
indigenous vegetation, and this is proposed to be retained where viable, as included in the
Planting Strategy. The indigenous understory has been assessed as being of moderate value
in these areas (refer to Existing Environment, above).
10.33 Any potential adverse effect resulting from the removal of the pines will be addressed over
time, by the remediation and enhancement planting proposed.
10.34 With new planting included, there will be a gradual increase over time in indigenous species,
representative of the Kenepuru catchment historically. This will have a positive effect on
natural character. Further, the extent of the proposed planting (beyond areas needed for the
sewer works) will contribute to te whakamana o te taiao (environmental enhancement), as
sought by Ngāti Toa Rangatira.
10.35 In the middle reaches, areas of vegetation removal are also required near stream banks
where pipes are being removed. These are not significant in size, and are proposed for
planting remediation, which will mitigate any long-term adverse effects. Benefits to natural
character will be gained in one area with inclusion of species for butterflies and reptiles, in
line with an opportunity identified by the Draft Parks Landscape Plan. (Refer to the Planting
Strategy).

91

This relates to species, but also refers to allowance for viewshafts, and other general design considerations
which could arise.
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Landscape Effects
Existing Urban features
10.36 The Bothamley Park pathway will be reinstated through the area, with increased visual
amenity provided by natural character improvements. There will be improvements to
access connections to surrounding areas (at Cannons Creek Park and to York Place).
Draft Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
10.37 In the middle reaches the proposed sewer upgrade design will contribute significantly
to/enable concepts identified in the draft Landscape Plan, through:
•

Large-scale removal of pines;

•

Provision of a new access tracks from the knoll to the Bothamley Park pathway – to the
east and west;92

•

Inclusion of planting remediation and substantial enhancement planting across the
entire pine removal area, well beyond areas needed for the sewer works construction;

•

Development of detailed landscape and planting plans at the York Place knoll and the
entrance to Cannons Creek Park, at the sewer project detail design phase;

•

Removal of a dwelling (required to provide construction access from York Place). This
has the potential to provide for a long-term public access connection between
Bothamley Park and York Park, as proposed in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.

10.38 The proposal does not preclude any opportunities identified in the Draft Parks Landscape
Plan.
Visual Amenity Effects
10.39 In the middle reaches changes in views will arise predominantly from the substantial
removal of pines through the area, and replacement with new indigenous planting; and from
the removal of a high number (six) of visually prominent above-stream sewer pipes (replaced
by new underground pipes for the entire length of the new alignment).

92

Refer to Natural Landforms assessment for the middle reaches, above.
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10.40 There will be a large and immediate effect from the proposed large-scale removal of pines,
and inclusion of new planting. Those most affected will be:
•

A small number of dwellings at York Place and the western end of Bellona Place;

•

Recreational users of Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park.

10.41 Dwellings on York Place and at the west end of Bellona Place will be most impacted by the
pine removal, due to the change being in close proximity, and seen from dwellings.93 Views
will become substantially more open to the north/west. The visual change may be seen as
positive (providing more sun and open extensive views) or adverse (removing enclosure and
privacy), depending on the viewer.
10.42 Overall, with more open views gained from removal of close, dark and somewhat oppressive
pines, the visual change for dwellings from removal of pines is considered positive in this
assessment. The inclusion of suitable94 indigenous species will provide a higher level of
visual amenity than dark, tall pines in close proximity to dwellings.
10.43 Dwellings overlooking middle reaches from the north (Aotea) and from around Cannons
Creek Park, will gain direct views of the removal areas, but the adverse effect will be reduced
by distance, and with the change being a small part of more extensive views.
10.44 Bothamley Park users will gain close views of the removal areas, with an adverse impact in
the short-term, until new planting is included and starts to grow. The adverse effect will be
increased by the proximity of views, but mitigated by the views being transitory, gained in
visits only.
10.45 In the long term, views inside Bothamley Park will include significantly higher visual amenity
from the combination of new indigenous planting, a higher quality stream edge in erosionprone areas, and removal of the six existing above-stream sewer pipes.
10.46 The proposed design of the required new pipe at the Cannons Creek Stream cascade will
avoid potential adverse visual effects by concealing the new pipe inside the (modified)
cascade structure.
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Residents generally have a higher sensitivity to changes in views due to the change being seen on a daily
basis, and not just in a visit or in passing by.
94 That is, not so tall as to block sun and light from dwellings – as specified in the Planting Strategy.
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11.0 UPPER REACHES KENEPURU STREAM (REACHES 5, 6, 8)
11.1 Reaches 5, 6 and 8 are located to the east of Cannons Creek Park, below Bellona Place and
Castor Crescent, through to below (west of) Kokiri Crescent.
11.2 Refer to drawings EPYK10-DG-5155 to 5157 for work areas; drawings EPYK10-DG-0602,
2201, 2202 and 2151 for proposed works (Volume 2: Part 2); and to viewpoints 7 – 9
Appendix D to this report.

Construction (Temporary) Effects
Timing and Extent
11.3 The upper reaches will be impacted by work areas and activities in construction sections 1G,
and 1H. Works are shown indicatively as extending over a period of approximately 11
months. Works will occur at either end of the reach, as well as along much of the length of
reach 5, inside the tight valley corridor.
Temporary Effects
11.4 There will be an immediate adverse effect from the pine removal, with the removal areas
taking on the appearance of work areas for a period of time.
11.5 Those most affected will be:
•

Dwellings at Bellona Place. Adverse effects will be increased by the small-scale, more
enclosed street context, and the use of the street for construction access. However, the
visual amenity effect will be reduced by works occurring for the most part at least 5m
below dwellings. For a small number (3-4 dwellings) works will be directly at the north
boundaries of the properties. Retention of vegetation along the boundaries as possible
is recommended to reduce adverse effects (unless the vegetation comprises pines for
removal); and

•

Dwellings at Kokiri Crescent. Construction access and works will be close to the
boundaries of a small number of properties, (approximately 10). There is no existing
vegetation at the boundaries of these properties.

11.6 Visibility of work areas along the valley corridor are likely to be fairly limited due to the
configuration of the valley landform and retained vegetation concealing views, and with
dwellings being highly elevated above the valley floor and work areas.
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11.7 Views gained (from Castor Crescent and Aotea) are likely to be of pines being removed,
rather than earthworks. From Aotea in particular, any views of the works gained will form
small parts in much more expansive views.
11.8 Visual amenity effects on users of Bothamley Park will be limited due to access through the
reach being closed in stages 1G and 1H.
11.9 With two construction vehicle accessways proposed, it is recommended to avoid use of one
accessway in preference to the other, to avoid dwellings on one street bearing the brunt of
adverse effects from construction activities.
11.10 Where construction access is provided through the Lot on Bellona Place, it is recommended
to retain space at lot boundaries (west and east) for amenity planting, as part of an
improved park accessway.

Operational (Long-term/Permanent) Effects:
Natural Character Effects
Stream bed and banks
11.11 Four existing stream pipe crossings are to be removed in reach 5. As these are all above
stream this will provide a significant improvement to perceptions of natural character of the
stream.
11.12 One above-stream pipe crossing is to be retained, due to remaining operational and
requirements for levels/fall. The effect on perceptions of natural character will be neutral.
11.13 Stream bank stabilisation is proposed in ten locations in the upper reaches – refer to
locations 7, 7A, 8, 9, 9A, and 10-14, as shown on EPYK10-DG-2201 (Volume 2: Part 2). The
proposed retaining (and landform cuts – refer below to Natural Landforms), will reduce
construction risks to the natural character of Kenepuru Stream,95 as the path is narrow
through the reach and does not provide sufficient room for construction access. However,
the retaining proposed will result in new structures at the stream edge, and will generate
permanent adverse natural character effects on the stream, particularly due to the extent of
proposed retaining. For example, in reach 5, the length of the proposed streambank
retaining equates to approximately 1/3 of the length of the stream.

95

Construction risks relate primarily to habitat and ecology on the stream. Ecology and habitat effects are
assessed by others.
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11.14 The adverse impact of the new structures on natural character will be increased by the
higher existing levels of natural character present in the upper reaches; the extent/length
overall of retaining proposed; and with the stabilisation locations typically including tall
streambank vegetation at the path edge, which will need to be removed for the new
retaining.
11.15 Integration of new planting at the top of the retaining to complement the existing
indigenous patterns will be key to reducing adverse effects. New planting incorporated
should avoid the appearance of being separate “amenity” or “pathway” planting, but rather
should integrate into the character of existing vegetation – for example, with use of species
already present, and/or repetition of new species used, beyond the retaining wall locations.
In the upper reaches particularly, inclusion of a “line” of planting above the retaining will
detract from natural character.
11.16 It is recommended to retain the existing configuration in the corridor of streambank
planting, pathway, grass verge, and rock/grassed cut. Inclusion of new shrubby planting or
tree species against new rock cuts is not recommended, as this would be unusual for the
corridor, and could lessen room for planting above retaining (as it would require alignment
of the pathway closer to the stream edge).
11.17 In this area, careful consideration should be given (at the detailed design stage) to the
relationship between streambank retaining, new and existing planting, alignment of the
reinstated pathway, and hillside cuts, with balanced consideration of adverse effects
resulting from streambank retaining and hillside cuts, to reduce adverse effects and optimise
the design. Minimisation of streambank retaining is recommended, where detail design
confirms that use of hillside cuts will, on balance, be preferable from a natural character
perspective.
11.18 Refer below to Natural Landforms and Landscape, below, for further recommendations
relating to the streambank retaining, hillside cuts and reinstated pathway.
Natural Landforms (stream valley)
11.19 Main proposed earthworks away from the stream are:
•

Cuts to slopes below Bellona Place/Castor Crescent, with works to an existing
pedestrian access route to provide construction access between Bellona Place and
Kenepuru Stream;
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•

Cuts to slopes adjacent to streambank stabilisation locations 7, 7A, 9, 9A, 11, and 13.96

11.20 At Bellona Place reinstated levels as shown will reduce the extent of cuts required for the
construction vehicle access. Final cuts as proposed will provide maximum cut height of
approximately 2m.97 Reinstatement to provide a pedestrian path will be reinstatement of
the existing use, with some changes to the configuration and shape of slopes.
11.21 Slopes below Bellona Place are historically modified (comprising a filled gully), which reduces
the significance of proposed modifications, and means that cuts will be more likely to
provide slopes which can be rehabilitated with planting, (as proposed), which will mitigate
long-term adverse effects, and provide a higher inclusion of indigenous vegetation in the
long-term (a benefit). (If rock-face cuts are included, and unable to be treated with planting,
that would not, in any case, be out of character for the stream valley corridor, and the final
cuts are not high).
11.22 The Draft Parks Landscape Plan has identified a possible opportunity for a high amenity
terraced raingarden adjacent to the construction access to Bellona Place. Project engineers
have advised that the proposed location of the reinstated pedestrian path will not preclude
the raingarden (i.e. will leave space for it).
11.23 The area below Bellona Place is identified for a detailed landscape and planting plan, as part
of sewer works detail design (as has been outlined previously for York Place and below
Cannons Creek Park, in middle reaches – refer to Natural Landforms, Middle Reaches,
above). It will be reasonable to assume that requirements for development of the detailed
plan will provide for positive long-term outcomes to be achieved, should any changes in this
area be needed (for example, to provide for implementation of earthworks for the abovementioned raingarden, at the same time as reinstatement of sewer earthworks). (Conditions
are recommended relating to this – refer to section 13.0).
11.24 Detailed information on cuts adjacent to streambank stabilisation locations is not included in
the plans provided. Engineers have advised98 that the cuts are likely to be at batters of
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The Works Description and Construction Methodology indicates that these cuts “may” be included (refer to
Works Description and Construction Methodology, sections 1g and 1h – Volume 2: Part 1), to minimise the
extent of streambank retaining needed, by widening the construction access route. In this report the cuts are
assessed as shown in the sewer plans provided, together with retaining as shown, to assess the maximum
changes which may be needed.
97 As advised by engineers, email dated 8 February 2022.
98 Email, 8 February 2022.
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approximately 800, and will be included as needed to gain the width required for
construction vehicle access.
11.25 Adverse effects on natural character from the cuts will be reduced due to the extensive cuts
to natural landform already present through the stream valley, to the immediate south of
pathway (to form the path), including in the locations of the proposed cuts. Existing cuts at
the pathway typically include either a rock face, or a steep bank including exotic grass. In
time new cuts as proposed would provide the same character, which will reduce long-term
adverse perceptual effects.
11.26 Steeper cuts are recommended if possible, to reduce areas of vegetation removal needed at
the top. Steeper cuts could potentially also provide for more room at the pathway corridor,
for inclusion of grouped planting at the top of streambank retaining. (Refer also to
Landscape below, for further comments).
11.27 It is recommended that cuts are implemented to retain provision of a winding/curving edge
to the pathway, rather than straightening the corridor. (Refer also to Landscape, below.)
Vegetation (stream valley – berm and hillsides)
11.28 Vegetation removal in the upper reaches comprises:
•

Substantial areas of pine removal below Bellona Place and west of Kokiri Crescent.
These are to provide construction vehicle access, but include pine removal in areas
beyond those needed for the sewer works, as contribution to implementation of the
Draft Parks Landscape Plan.

•

Remediation of sewer works areas, and enhancement planting as part of the sewer
project across the entire pine removal areas.

•

Removal on hillside slopes as needed to provide for proposed cuts through the stream
valley (below Castor Crescent), as part of streambank stabilisation for construction
vehicle access.

11.29 The lower quality contribution of pines to indigenous natural character will reduce adverse
impacts from its removal. The regenerating indigenous understory will be retained as much
as possible, as set out in the Planting Strategy.
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11.30 The short-term adverse effect from the sizeable removal of pine will change as remediation
and enhancement planting gets underway, in the long-term providing an increase to
indigenous vegetation and natural character in the upper reaches, and positive effect.
11.31 Planting remediation (as proposed) of removal areas above cuts (adjacent to streambank
stabilisation locations) will mitigate adverse natural character effects in the long-term at
these locations.
Landscape Effects
Existing urban features
11.32 Proposed cuts adjacent to required streambank retaining will widen the pathway corridor in
parts of reach 5.99 Detailed consideration of the reinstated pathway alignment will be
important to retain the character of this part of the stream valley, which is predominantly
tightly enclosed, and provides a contrast to the more open lower reaches; and to provide for
mitigation of natural character effects of new streambank retaining.
11.33 Alignment of the reinstated path to the south is recommended, (as possible, against new
cuts). This will provide more space above retaining to include larger amounts of planting at
the top of streambank retaining, reducing adverse impacts on natural character.
11.34 With cuts as recommended (to retain curves at the path edge – refer above to Natural
Landforms), the recommended alignment will also retain the winding character of the path,
and a sense of enclosure on the pathway between steep cuts (as recommended) and
streambank planting.
Draft Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan
11.35 The proposed sewer upgrade design will contribute to/enable concepts identified in the
Draft Parks Landscape Plan, through:
•

Improved internal pedestrian pathways access from Bellona Place and Niagara Streets;

•

Removal of pines;

•

Inclusion of species for reptiles and butterflies at an identified suitable location (refer to
the Planting Strategy);

99

Details of extra widths needed are not included, as detail design is not yet completed.
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•

Provision of detailed landscape and planting plans, tying into the Draft Parks Landscape
Plan.

11.36 The Draft Parks Landscape Plan identifies a possible high amenity raingarden opportunity
below Kokiri Crescent. This appears to be in the vicinity of the proposed construction access
from Niagara Street.
Visual Amenity Effects
11.37 Views most impacted in the upper reaches will be for dwellings at Bellona Place/Castor
Crescent and at Kokiri Crescent. Views will become more open, with removal of pines.
11.38 The visual change may be seen as positive (providing more sun and open extensive views) or
adverse (removing enclosure and privacy), depending on the viewer.
11.39 Overall, with more open views gained from removal of close, dark and somewhat oppressive
pines, the visual change for dwellings from removal of pines is considered positive in this
assessment. The detailed effects of proposed new planting cannot be assessed, but with the
inclusion of suitable100 indigenous species will generally provide a high level of visual
amenity than dark, tall pines in close proximity to dwellings.
11.40 Changes to views for other more distant dwellings will be smaller, being seen as parts inside
wider views, but will be positive (from pine removal and inclusion of “higher quality” new
indigenous planting).
11.41 Views inside the Park will be impacted by changes to natural character. The level of adverse
effect will depend on detail design. Inclusion of new planting will provide visual amenity, but
without integration into natural character, there will be an adverse effect. (Refer to Natural
Character, above, and Landscape , below, for recommendations to reduce adverse effects).

12.0 TE AO MĀORI VALUES FOR THE PROJECT – ALL REACHES
12.1 The inclusion of large areas of enhancement planting as part of the sewer project, in areas
well beyond those needed for the installation of the trunk sewer, will provide a meaningful
contribution to te whakamana o te taiao (environmental enhancement). This is an outcome
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That is, not so tall as to block sun and light from dwellings – set out as a Principle in the Planting Strategy
(refer to Appendix A to this report).
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particularly sought by Ngāti Toa Rangatira, to move beyond mitigating adverse effects
only.101
12.2 The proposed sewer design will provide for a number of the cultural values identified for the
project, including:
•

Kaitiakitanga and Mauri: Overall design of the alignment has minimised new stream
crossings and further disturbance of habitat; and use of appropriate planting species (as
included in the Planting Strategy) will contribute to restoration of indigenous habitat
and ecology. Both of these project aspects will help to ensure that the mauri of the
natural resources of their takiwa is healthy and strong, and the life-supporting capacity
of these ecosystems is preserved;

•

Mana: Through inclusion of tohu/taonga species in the required planting (with advice to
be provided by Ngāti Toa Rangatira, on detailed plant selection);

•

Ki Uta Ki Tai: the improved connections provided in the design will contribute to
reinstatement and improvement of existing pathway connections, as a physical
expression of ki uta ki tai. Planting types can also consider food sources to improve use
of this 'pathway' for bird species i.e. to emphasise the significance of ki uta ki tai for all
living things.

•

Mātauranga Māori: Specialist advice from Ngāti Toa Rangatira on species selection
(along with input from ecology and hydrology specialists) will guide the required
planting. Planting specification can consider appropriate protocols - tikanga and taonga
values which can contribute to decision making processes and operational delivery for
holistic (community, environmental, cultural) wellbeing.

•

Te Mana o Te Wai: Allowance for (future) planted stormwater treatment opportunities
identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan (and tied into detailed plans developed as
part of the sewer project), will provide for improvements to instream habitats through
restoration of naturalised flows.

•

Manaakitanga: Input from Ngāti Toa on appropriate plant species (as included in the
Planting Strategy), will enable use of all available information and good judgement to
ensure positive cultural, economic and environmental outcomes.

101

As outlined in the CIA, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, October 2021.
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12.3 The detail design stage of the sewer project will include further opportunities to align with
and provide for cultural values, as set out at Recommendations in this report (refer below to
section 13.0.)

13.0 RECOMMENDATIONS – DETAILED DESIGN MEASURES NEEDED
13.1 Refer to the effects ratings table provided at section 14.0 for a summary of reach-specific
recommendations (taken from the body of the assessment in this report) – recommended
to reduce adverse natural character and landscape effects during the detailed design stage
of the project.
13.2 The following further recommendations relate to all reaches, to reduce adverse natural
character and landscape effects.
13.3 Integration of these design measures (reach-specific, as set out in the section 14.0 table, and
the overall recommendations set out below), has been assumed in the assessment of
effects, as set out in the Effects Ratings table, and the report’s summaries (section 16.0 and
the Executive Summary).
Construction
•

Staging of works areas is to minimise disruption for residential properties and reinstate
public access as soon as practicable and safe to do so.

•

Treat work areas with the proposed remediation planting immediately the areas are no
longer needed, as planting seasons allow, to reduce the duration of adverse
construction effects. (Refer to the Planting Strategy).

•

Locate stockpiling as close to other earthworks as practicable (cuts, mud accumulation
basins, mud reclamation pond) to reduce the extent of earthworks effects across the
area.

Operational
Kenepuru Stream
•

Minimise streambank retaining wherever possible, where detail design confirms that,
on balance, use of hillside cuts will be preferable from an ecological and perceptual
perspective. This will need to include a considered balancing of potential adverse
effects between streambank vegetation removal and hard works, and design and
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possible remediation of cuts, (refer also to Landforms, below), to achieve the best
design outcome (with minimised adverse effects).
•

Provide naturalised design of rockwork in streambank stabilisation (retaining and
riprap):
-

Integrate rocks across the width of the stream bed, to avoid a “line” of
rocks at the base of retaining. In addition to perceptual benefits, this could
include habitat benefits (creation of riffles) and help to deal with hydraulics
within the stream (assisting to direct flows as needed);

•

Include a variety of sizes of rock.

Provide naturalised planting at the top of streambank retaining:
-

Plant in groups rather than lines, with varied bed sizes/widths to achieve
this along the alignment;

-

Vary the alignment of the reinstated pathway to provide for extra planting
space at the top of streambank retaining, where possible;

-

Include species already existing in the context, particularly in the upper
reaches, where some inclusion of planting height to approximately 2-3m
will likely be suitable. Where new species are used that are not clearly
evident in the surrounding context, repeat those away from the
streambank retaining wall.

•

Use the proposed ‘green’ (revegetated) MSE wall in streambank retaining as a
preference where possible, to provide a greater amount of planting and reduced “hard”
built components. Consider flooding and scouring patterns to ensure green wall
systems are not damaged, and remain intact.

•

Avoid materials in streambank retaining detail design which will leach contaminants
into water. Selection of appropriate materials will contribute to kaitiakitanga.

•

At locations where streambank retaining will have higher public visibility, consider
inclusion of cultural narrative on any hard-built retaining panels required, as part of
detail design (for example, narrative etched onto an occasional panel between H piles),
in consultation with Ngāti Toa Rangatira.
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Landforms
•

Provide fill slopes at 1:3 (or similar) for easier access for planting remediation,
maintenance and inclusion of mulch).

•

Consider hillside cuts to the north of the stream in such a way that these can be
remediated/screened with planting (for example, by providing space for screening
planting on the berm. This should be determined on a site-by-site basis, and with input
from the landscape architect). Rock faces will appear unusual on this side of the stream,
increasing adverse natural character and landscape effects.

•

In cut locations not able to be treated with planting (for example, rock faces), include
design input from the ecologist and landscape architect (at the detailed design stage,
with consideration on a site-by-site basis) for inclusion on possible treatments, such as:
-

use of climbing species to cover the rock face (e.g. meuhlenbeckia);

-

use of punga logs attached to the cut face (this may be suitable for lower
cuts, and where the logs can be sustainably sourced).

Vegetation
•

Confirm species selection in detailed planting plans with Ngāti Toa Rangatira
(developed at the sewer upgrade detailed design stage for the areas identified in the
Planting Strategy).

•

Eco-source species from the appropriate ecological district.

•

Include low species and shrubs (not trees) as planting remediation inside the required
easement above the new trunk sewer, with advice from the project ecologist on
suitable species (to avoid root disturbance of the trunk sewer).

•

Methodology for removal of pines should provide for retention of the indigenous
understory where viable (in line with the Planting Strategy).

Urban landscape
•

In locations where proposed streambank retaining will have higher public visibility,
consider inclusion of story-telling elements on retaining walls to contribute to mana,
and (in consultation with the Parks Landscape Plan masterplanning team), make an
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early contribution to the cultural expression anticipated in the Draft Parks Landscape
Plan.
•

Reinstatement of the pathway and detailed design of access connections should
consider accessibility for all ages and abilities, and reduced vehicle conflict including for
maintenance of the project, to contribute to manaakitanga, and ensure good health
and well-being.

Conditions
13.4 To ensure that the recommended design measures and outcomes (as set out above), are
achieved in the detailed design, conditions are recommended which require:
•

design input from a landscape architect to the detailed drawings for built components
and earthworks, and to the detailed landscape and planting plans (for identified areas
as outlined in the Planting Strategy);

•

provision of a supporting statement from the landscape architect involved in the
detailed design, confirming that adverse natural character, landscape and visual effects
have been adequately addressed in the detailed design.

Other recommendations
13.5 The following further recommendations are not considered needed to mitigate adverse
effects, but are provided as methods to build in further contribution to the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan, and positive long-term benefits.
•

Consider where it could be beneficial for sewer construction access routes to provide
for maintenance vehicle access to Bothamley Park, and this can be included as part of
reinstatement of the areas, where the proposed mitigation measures (such as
remediation planting of earthworks areas) can still be provided.

•

Reinstatement of middle parts of the construction access route between the eastern
and western work areas opposite Mepham Place (reach 1) as a permanent pedestrian
route – contributing further to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
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14.0 EFFECTS RATINGS (TABLE)
14.1 The following table provides effects ratings for the lower, middle and upper reaches, and
combined overall ratings; and takes ecology findings into account to reach the overall
conclusions on natural character effects.
14.2 The table includes a summary of mitigation included in the proposed design, with effects
ratings; with a separate effect rating provided with inclusion of detailed design measures
needed to reduce adverse natural character and landscape effects (as recommended in this
report).
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220330 BOTHAMLEY SEWER DRAFT LVA: EFFECTS RATINGS AND SUMMARY OF REACH-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Note: This table includes a summary of reach-specific recommendations for the detailed design stage of the trunk sewer upgrade Stage 1 (taken from the detailed commentary in the LVA - sections 9.0 – 11.0) .
Overall Effects Ratings in this table include the further recommendations for design measures at the detailed design stage, applying to all reaches, as set out in the body of the LVA at section 13.0.

TABLE 1: LOWER REACHES (1 & 2)
Effect
Refer to commentary in
the LVA – particularly
section 16.0, which
provides a summary of
reasons for effects ratings.
1.1 Construction
(Temporary)
Visual Amenity2

Design measures integrated/contextual
factor reducing adverse effects/ longterm benefits
(How are adverse effects being mitigated;
what are the benefits gained).

• Limited close views from dwellings
overall in the lower reaches.
• Views of works from other dwellings
form a small part of wider views.
• Works will be over a relatively short
duration for those dwellings most
impacted (Mepham Place).
• Upper parts of reach 1 are free of works.

1.2 Operational3
(Long-term/permanent)
1.2.1. Natural Character components
Kenepuru Stream (with
• 1 x permanent new stream crossing is
banks)
below the stream bed (avoiding adverse
perceptual effects)
• Planting is included in streambank
stabilisation.
• Reach includes a lower level of natural
character than other reaches, due to the
extent of built components (Park
entranceway), reducing potential for
adverse effects.
• Streambank riprap (location 15) and
retaining (locations 1 and 2) stabilises
erosion prone banks and provides a
higher quality edge.
Landforms (stream valley)
• Limited earthworks to natural
(unmodified) hillsides, with planting
rehabilitation provided.
• Main hillside cut comprises an existing
cut face and reduces risks

1

Effect rating1 - Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations

Effect – Consent Design

Refer also to “Recommendations - design
measures needed”, at section 13.0 of the LVA,
for detailed design measures applying to all
reaches.
Reach-specific recommendations

High adverse for residents at
Mepham Place (low numbers
affected).
Very Low adverse for other
dwellings
High adverse for users of Bothamley
Park (potential high numbers
affected).

• Use of a second temporary bridge or the existing
ford to provide construction access to the reach 1
eastern work area – to reduce adverse
construction effects on residents at Mepham
Place.
• Reduce/remove time break between end of
construction section 1d and start of section 1e to
reduce extent and duration of effects in reach 2.

Moderate-High adverse for
dwellings at Mepham Place.
Very Low adverse for other
dwellings.
High adverse for users of Bothamley
Park.

Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design
• Minimise streambank retaining at locations 1 and
1A. Consider hillside cuts (with planting
remediation) to achieve that at location 1A.

Effect with all recommendations

Perceptual:
Low adverse

Perceptual:
Very Low adverse

Effect ratings with all
recommendations

Overall effect ratings with
all recommendations

Effect with all recommendations

Overall effect with all
recommendations
A range from Very Low
adverse to High adverse

Perceptual:
Low-Moderate positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations4
Low positive

Perceptual:
Very Low adverse

Ratings use the NZILA recommended 7-point ratings scale, as follows: Very Low / Low / Moderate-Low / Moderate / Moderate-High / High / Very High. Effects may be neutral, adverse or positive.
Broader amenity effects of construction (such as noise, construction vehicle movements, public access to the Park) are assessed by others in social impact, traffic and noise reporting. This report focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities
including a consideration of natural character and urban landscape matters not addressed by others.
3
Once new planting has become established.
4
Taking into account ecology findings that the proposed works will provide an overall net-benefit for the ecosystems of Kenepuru Stream and Bothamley Park, and that following effects management measures, the adverse ecological effects on any specific
ecological value are considered no greater than a Low impact. Refer to the Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1, Final dated 22 March 2022, Morphum Environmental; Executive Summary, page 3.
2

Vegetation (stream valley berm and hillsides)

•
•
•
•
•

to natural character of Kenepuru Stream
(by providing the required space for
construction access).
Hillside vegetation removal areas
comprise regeneration (fairly young or
including pines).
Limited removal over hillside extent of
the lower reaches;
In reach 1 removal of vegetation is at
base of landform (less visually
prominent).
Hillside vegetation removal will be
replanted with indigenous species.
Very limited vegetation removal on
berms, with planting remediation
included.

1.2.2. Landscape
Existing urban features
Draft Parks Landscape Plan

• Reinstates existing access points and
pathways;
• Provides for future amenities at the
carpark entrance – a key recreational
entrance to Bothamley Park;
• Provides for development of a detailed
landscape plan (at the sewer project
detail design stage) for the Park
entrance/carpark, and implementation
as part of the sewer works, in areas
impacted by the sewer works.

1.2.3. Visual Amenity

Changes to views

Perceptual:
Moderate-Low positive

• Include berm planting to conceal rock cuts to
hillsides on the north side of the stream. (Visible
rock cuts are unusual on the northern side of the
stream).

Perceptual:
Moderate-Low positive

Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design
• When the construction reclamation pond (reach
2) is reinstated, the final recreation track
provided should be formed to provide good
connections across the stream (i.e. to follow
desire lines). (Note: this will increase the positive
landscape effects, although its impact is not
sufficient to uplift the overall rating.)

Effect with all recommendations

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design

Effect with all recommendations

Moderate-High positive

Effect – Consent Design
• Most dwellings are distant
• Minimal hillside earthworks and limited
vegetation removal (outside pine areas)
• Planting remediation and enhancement
is included
• Natural character improvements in
places increase visual amenity.

• Close dwellings: Neutral
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: Low-Moderate
positive

Moderate-High positive

• Close dwellings: Neutral
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: Low-Moderate
positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations
Moderate-High positive

Overall effect with
recommendations
A range from Neutral to LowModerate positive

TABLE 2: MIDDLE-REACHES (REACHES 3 & 4)
Effect
Refer to commentary in
the LVA

2.1 Construction
(Temporary)
Visual Amenity5

2.2 Operational7
(Long-term/permanent)
2.2.1 Natural Character components
Kenepuru Stream (with
banks)

Landforms (stream valley)

5

Design measures integrated/contextual
factor reducing adverse effects/ longterm benefits
(How are adverse effects being mitigated;
what are the benefits gained)

• Small number of dwellings with close
views and highly impacted;
• Views of works from other dwellings
form a small part of wider views.
• Limited views from inside the Bothamley
Park, due to restricted access.6

• Removal of six above-stream pipe
crossings provides a significant long-term
perceptual benefit.
• Retaining addresses streambank erosion
problems.
• Retaining includes planting.
• Avoidance of adverse effects by
integrated design of a new pipe crossing
at the cascade structure at Cannons
Creek Stream.
• Retaining reduces construction risks
(which could include possible extended
adverse effects on ecology of the
stream).
• Modifications to the natural
(unmodified) landform (at York Place)
will appear as an extension of existing
modifications to form the Park
pathway/track network.

Effects Rating

Reach-specific recommendations

Effect – Consent Design

Refer also to “Recommendations - design
measures needed”, at section 13.0 of the LVA,
for detailed design measures applying to all
reaches.
Reach-specific recommendations

Effects Rating
(including detailed design
recommendations)

Overall Effects Rating
(including detailed design
recommendations)

Effect with all recommendations

Overall effect with all
recommendations
A range from Very Low
adverse to High adverse

• Very High adverse for
dwellings at York Place.
• High adverse for some
dwellings adjacent to Cannons
Creek Park.
• Low adverse for other
dwellings.
• Very Low adverse for users of
Bothamley Park.
• Moderate-High adverse for
users of Cannons Creek Park.

• Retention of existing vegetation at York Place
property boundaries - to the south of the work
area, and at side boundaries of the lot proposed
for vehicle access.
• Minimised use of the York Place construction
access as possible, (where dwellings are close to
the work area in a small scale, enclosed context),
with other access points used in preference
where those are more removed from dwellings.
• Keep lay-down, storage, earthworks, stockpiling
(and other physical works) to the north end of
the Cannons Creek Park (reduce extent of
physical works area).

• High adverse for dwellings at York
Place.
• High adverse for some dwellings
adjacent to Cannons Creek Park.
• Low adverse for other dwellings
• Very Low adverse for users of
Bothamley Park.
• Moderate adverse for users of
Cannons Creek Park.

Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design

Effect with recommendations

Perceptual:
Moderate-Low positive

Perceptual:
Moderate-High positive

Perceptual:
Neutral

Perceptual:
Neutral

Overall effect with
recommendations8
Moderate-High positive

Broader amenity effects of construction (such as noise, construction vehicle movements, public access to the Park) are assessed by others in social impact, traffic and noise reporting. This report focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities
including a consideration of natural character and urban landscape matters not addressed by others.
6
Consideration of continued/limited public access is assessed by social impact reporting.
7
Once new planting has become established.
8
Taking into account ecology findings that the proposed works will provide an overall net-benefit for the ecosystems of Kenepuru Stream and Bothamley Park, and that following effects management measures, the adverse ecological effects on any specific
ecological value are considered no greater than a Low impact. Refer to the Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1, Final dated 22 March 2022, Morphum Environmental; Executive Summary, page 3.

• Planting rehabilitation is proposed at
earthworks areas.
• Overall use of affected areas for park
access improvements.
• Inclusion of detailed Landscape and
Planting Plans at the York Place knoll,
and at the entrance to Cannons Creek
Park, (as shown in the Planting
Rehabilitation Strategy), tying in with the
Draft Landscape Plan (for reinstated
earthworks).
Vegetation (stream valley –
berm and hillsides)

• Main areas of vegetation removal
predominantly comprised of mature
pines with low indigenous natural
character and inhibiting natural
regeneration;
• Remediation planting of sewer work
areas and significant areas of
enhancement planting included, well
beyond those areas needed for
construction purposes.
• Inclusion of detailed Landscape and
Planting Plans at the York Place knoll,
and at the entrance to Cannons Creek
Park, (as shown in the Planting Strategy),
tying in with the Draft Parks Landscape
Plan (for planting design).
• Significant increase in indigenous natural
character in the long-term from
enhancement planting.

2.2.2 Landscape
Existing urban features
Draft Parks Landscape Plan

Effect – Consent Design
• Reinstates Bothamley Park pathway
• Improves internal pathway at a Park
entry point
• Contributes positively to the Draft
Landscape Plan with pine removal,
enhancement planting, and improved
internal pathways.

2.2.3. Visual Amenity
Changes to views

Perceptual:
High positive

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design

Low-Moderate positive

Effect – Consent Design
• More open/sunny views gained for
dwellings adjacent to pine removal.
• Adverse effects for other dwellings
reduced by distance and the scale of the
context.
• Rehabilitation planting and significant
enhancement planting included,
contributing to improved visual amenity
(with views of higher “quality”
vegetation) over time.

Perceptual:
High positive

• Close dwellings: High positive
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: High positive

Effect with all recommendations
Low-Moderate positive

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design

Effect with all recommendations
• Close dwellings: High positive
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: High positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations
Low-Moderate positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations
A range from Low positive
to High positive

• Avoidance of potentially significant
adverse effects by integrated design of a
new pipe crossing at the cascade
structure at Cannons Creek Stream.
• Natural character improvements on the
stream from above-stream pipe removal.
• Higher quality stream edge in a location
with erosion problems (detracting from
visual amenity).

TABLE 3: UPPER REACHES (REACHES 5, 6 and 8)
Effect
Refer to commentary in
the LVA

3.1 Construction
(Temporary)
Visual Amenity9

Design measures integrated/contextual
factor reducing adverse effects/ longterm benefits
(How are adverse effects being mitigated;
what are the benefits gained)

• Very small number of dwellings with
close views and highly impacted.
• Views of works from other dwellings
form a small part of wider views.
• Limited views from inside the
Bothamley Park, due to restricted
access.10

3.2 Operational11
(Long-term/permanent)
3.2.1 Natural Character components
Kenepuru Stream (with
• Removal of four above-stream sewer
banks)
pipes
• Inclusion of planting in streambank
retaining.

9

Effects Ratings

Reach-specific recommendations

Effects Rating
(including all recommendations)

Overall Effects Rating
(including all
recommendations)

Overall effect with all
recommendations
A range from Very Low
adverse to High adverse

Refer also to “Recommendations - design
measures needed”, at section 13.0 of the LVA,
for detailed design measures applying to all
reaches.
Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations

Effect with all recommendations

• Very High adverse for dwellings
at Bellona Place
• Very High adverse for dwellings
at Kokiri Crescent
• Very Low adverse for other
dwellings
• Very Low adverse for users of
Bothamley Park.

• Retention of existing vegetation at Bellona
Place property boundaries.
• Avoid use of one accessway in preference to
the other, to avoid dwellings on one street
bearing the brunt of adverse effects.

• High adverse for some dwellings
at Bellona Place.
• High adverse for some dwellings
at Kokiri Crescent.
• Very Low adverse for users of
Bothamley Park.
• Very Low adverse for other
dwellings.

Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design
• Minimised retaining, in detailed consideration
of relationship to hillside cuts (adverse effects
considered “on balance” across the corridor);
• Planting design above retaining to integrate
with the existing (higher) natural character in
the reach
• Retain the existing configuration in the corridor
of streambank planting, pathway, grass verge,
and rock/grassed cut, and tall hillside
vegetation above cuts – to fit changes into the
existing typical character (and because

Effect with all recommendations

Perceptual:
High adverse

Perceptual:
Very Low positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations12
Very Low positive

Broader amenity effects of construction (such as noise, construction vehicle movements, public access to the Park) are assessed by others in social impact, traffic and noise reporting. This report focuses primarily on visual impacts of construction activities
including a consideration of natural character and urban landscape matters not addressed by others.
10
Consideration of continued/limited public access is assessed by social impact reporting.
11
Once new planting has become established.
12
Taking into account ecology findings that the proposed works will provide an overall net-benefit for the ecosystems of Kenepuru Stream and Bothamley Park, and that following effects management measures, the adverse ecological effects on any specific
ecological value are considered no greater than a Low impact. Refer to the Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1, Final dated 22 March 2022, Morphum Environmental; Executive Summary, page 3.

inclusion of new planting against new cut faces
would remove space for new planting above
retaining).
Landforms (stream valley)

• Stream valley already typically includes
steep cuts to landform (providing rock
faces/grassed cuts) to form the
Bothamley Park pathway;
• Planting reinstatement of earthworks
areas as possible
• Slopes below Bellona Place are
modified (the valley has been
historically filled)
• Inclusion of detailed Landscape and
Planting Plan below Bellona Place and
corridor below Castor Crescent? (as
shown in the Planting Strategy), tying
in with the Draft Parks Landscape Plan
(for reinstated earthworks).

Perceptual:
Moderate adverse

• Use steep cuts (adjacent to the pathway, at
streambank stabilisation locations), rather than
less-steep batters, to reduce the amount of
vegetation removal required at the top of cuts
• Use steep cuts (adjacent to the pathway, at
streambank stabilisation locations), rather than
less-steep batters, to provide more space
across the pathway corridor for planting above
streambank retaining.
• Implement hillside cuts (adjacent to the
pathway, at streambank stabilisation locations)
to retain a winding/curving edge to the
pathway, rather than straightening the corridor
(generally – while also considering safety on
blind corners).

Perceptual:
Low adverse

Vegetation (stream valley berms and hillsides)

• Large parts of vegetation removal
include mature pines with low
indigenous natural character, and
inhibiting natural regeneration;
• Remediation planting of sewer work
areas and areas of enhancement
planting included, beyond those areas
needed for construction purposes.
• Inclusion of detailed Landscape and
Planting Plan below Bellona Place and
corridor below Castor Crescent (as
shown in the Planting Strategy), tying
in with the Draft Parks Landscape Plan
(for planting design).
• Increase in indigenous natural
character in the long-term from
enhancement planting.

Perceptual:
Moderate-Low positive

• Reduce required removal area with use of
steeper cuts

Perceptual:
Moderate-Low positive

Effect – Consent Design

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design
• Alignment of the reinstated pathway to the
south (against new cuts), to provide more
space for planting above retaining, reducing
adverse natural character effects.
• Alignment of the reinstated pathway to retain
its winding character.
• Use of inclusion of taller species in new
planting above streambank retaining, to
provide enclosure to the pathway in some
places.

Effect with all recommendations

3.2.2 Landscape
Existing urban features
Draft Parks Landscape Plan

• Reinstates Bothamley Park pathway
• Improves internal pathways at
entrances from surrounding areas
• Contributes positively to the Draft
Landscape Plan with pine removal,
enhancement planting, and improved
access pathways.

Unable to assess without
information on proposed
alignment of the reinstated
pathway through reach 5

Very Low positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations
Very Low positive

• Works to avoid the possible high amenity
sunken raingarden opportunity below Kokiri
Crescent identified in the Draft Parks
Landscape Plan. Re-route the construction
accessway from Niagara Street to avoid this, if
needed.
3.2.3. Visual Amenity
Changes to views

Effect – Consent Design

• More open/sunny views gained for
dwellings adjacent to pine removal.
• Adverse effects for other dwellings
reduced by distance and the scale of
the context.
• Natural character improvements on
the stream from above-stream pipe
removal
• Planting improvements at accessways.

• Close dwellings: High positive
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: Moderate adverse

Reach-specific recommendations for detailed
design

Effect with all recommendations

• Close dwellings: High positive
• Other dwellings: Low positive
• Park users: Very Low positive

Overall effect with all
recommendations
A range from Very Low
positive to High positive

Sensitivity: General

15.0 ASSESSMENT AGAINST THE STATUTORY PROVISIONS
15.1 The proposal will meet the requirements of s6 of the RMA on consideration of the natural
character of the Kenepuru Stream, through the long-term natural character improvements it
provides (as per the evaluation in this report).
15.2 The proposal will meet requirements of s7(c ) and (f) of the RMA on the maintenance and
enhancement of amenity values (s7(c )) and the quality of the environment (s7(f)), through
tie-in to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan, and through the long-term natural character
improvements if provides (with amenity values in this context being substantially derived
from natural features).
15.3 Under the PCC Operative District Plan the project area is covered by a Landscape Protection
overlay, with earthworks in the overlay needing to provide for the values in the area. The
proposal includes reinstatement of construction vehicle accessways as pedestrian pathways
into Bothamley Park, with the inclusion of planting remediation and enhancement around
the reinstated pathways. This will increase indigenous vegetation in the area, providing for
increased landscape values.
15.4 Recommendations in this report for the detailed design of earthworks to minimise and
reduce long-term adverse effects on natural landscape and natural character, will ensure
that the values deriving from natural features in the area will be retained, with adverse
effects mitigated and reduced.
15.5 For the reasons outline above, it is considered that the proposal is consistent with the
requirements for the Landscape Protection overlay in the Operative District Plan.
15.6 No provisions relating to zoning have been provided as needing consideration from a
landscape perspective.

16.0 SUMMARY OF EFFECTS (PERMANENT) AND OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
Natural Character
Lower Reaches
16.1 Proposed streambank retaining will introduce new built components at the predominantly
natural stream edge, however adverse perceptual effects will be lowered in this area, due to
the lower existing levels of natural character present (with the lower reaches being generally
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more open to the surrounding urban context, and including urban features at the Bothamley
Park entrance carpark).
16.2 The adverse natural character effects of the retaining will be mitigated by the proposed
inclusion of integrated planting, and can be further mitigated with the inclusion of design
recommendations provided in this report (refer to Recommendations – above at section
13.0).
16.3 The proposed stabilisation will provide natural character benefits in some locations, where
streambank erosion is an on-going problem. Streambank erosion is a problem in the lower
(and middle) reaches particularly. Past attempts to deal with this have had an ad-hoc
appearance, adversely impacting natural character with the inclusion of poor quality
“unnatural” forms, inside the stream corridor, (for example, concrete blocks placed at the
stream edge), and have largely been unsuccessful, with continuing erosion problems
meaning an ongoing need for interventions/disturbance on the stream. The inclusion of the
proposed stabilisation (at locations affected by the sewer works), will provide for the
removal of ”ad-hoc” structures in the stream (such as the concrete blocks), will provide a
higher quality edge in these locations, and will reduce the need for ongoing maintenance
interventions on the stream.
16.4 There will be additional improvements to natural character in the long-term through the
removal of pines and their replacement with indigenous species (in reach 2).
16.5 Ecology findings have been that following effects management measures, the adverse
ecological effects on any specific ecological value are considered no greater than a Low
impact.102
16.6 Given the points set out above, taking into account ecology findings, and with inclusion of
the recommended detailed design measures set out in this report, natural character effects
in the lower reaches are assessed as Low positive.
Middle Reaches
16.7 In the middle reaches there will be a significant overall improvement to natural character.
This will derive from the removal of a high number (six) of above-stream sewer pipe
crossings, (and with new pipes being installed underground), removal of existing “ad-hoc”
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Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental,
22 March 2022, Executive Summary.
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structures for maintenance (for example, concrete blocks in the stream to address on-going
erosion problems – refer above to Lower Reaches), and from the large-scale removal of
mature pines from the stream valley, and their replacement with indigenous planting.
16.8 The existing above-stream sewer pipe crossings are highly visible in the middle-upper
reaches, and detract significantly from natural character (and from the visual amenity which
derives from natural features). Their removal will provide a significant improvement.
16.9 There will be an initial adverse perceptual impact from the large-scale pine removal, with the
removal areas likely to appear as work sites for a period of time. In the long term, with the
extent of enhancement planting proposed (estimated103 at approximately 22,490m2 in the
middle reaches, below York Place and Cannons Creek Park), there will be a significant
improvement to the indigenous natural character of the stream valley. The extent of
planting proposed goes well beyond areas needed for the sewer works, and provides an
approach focused on adding benefits, rather than mitigation of adverse effects only. This
approach has been promoted particularly for the project by Ngāti Toa Rangatira, to provide
meaningful contribute to te whakamana o te taiao (environmental enhancement).104
16.10 New streambank retaining will introduce new structures at the natural streambanks, in an
area with Moderate levels of existing natural character. However, two of the three proposed
retaining locations will be associated with other nearby structures,105 which will help to
reduce adverse perceptual effects in these locations. The retaining will reduce risks to the
natural character of the stream from construction of the Bothamley sewer, and will address
long-standing and ongoing erosion problems in one location, which will provide long-term
benefits to natural character.
16.11 Ecology findings have been that following effects management measures, the adverse
ecological effects on any specific ecological value are considered no greater than a Low
impact.106
16.12 Overall, given the points outlined above, taking into account ecology findings, and with
inclusion of the recommended detailed design measures set out in this report, natural
character effects in the middle reaches are assessed as Moderate-High positive.
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Figure provided by Te Aranga Alliance.
Refer to CIA, Bothamley Park Sewer Replacement, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatita; Section 1.
105 Being either close to the Park entrance to the west, or near the existing Cannons Creek Stream cascade
structure below Cannons Creek Park.
106 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental,
22 March 2022; Executive Summary.
104
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Upper Reaches
16.13 There will be improvements in the upper reaches from removal of four highly visible abovestream sewer pipes, (and installation of new pipes underground), and from removal of pines
in some areas, and their replacement with indigenous species.
16.14 There will be potential new adverse effects created by the inclusion of the proposed extent
of streambank retaining through this area, which will provide new structures at the natural
stream edge at regular intervals through the area – potentially adversely affecting the
balance between natural and built components to a high level. The adverse effect would be
compounded by the scale of cuts proposed on adjacent landforms (seen and experienced as
part of the stream valley), as shown in the consent drawings (to a “worst-case scenario”).
16.15 The upper reaches include a Moderate-High level of existing natural character, which will
amplify adverse effects on natural character from the new structural components.
16.16 A key recommendation for the project (provided in this report - refer to section 13.0), is to
minimise retaining in the upper reaches as much as possible, (to reduce adverse natural
character effects), where it can be confirmed (on a site-by-site basis) that use of hillside cuts
(to widen the accessway) will, on balance, be preferable from a natural character
perspective.107 Detailed design will need to include a careful consideration of the
relationship between streambank vegetation removal, design of streambank retaining
(including planting), design of hillside cuts (and vegetation removal required), and alignment
of the reinstated Bothamley Park pathway (to provide space for grouped planting above
retaining, and to retain landscape character).
16.17 Ecology findings have been that following effects management measures, the adverse
ecological effects on any specific ecological value are considered no greater than a Low
impact.108
16.18 Overall, given the points outlined above, taking into account ecology findings, and with
inclusion of the recommended detailed design measures set out in this report, natural
character effects in the upper reaches are assessed Very Low positive.
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That is, considering both ecological and perceptual perspectives. Refer to Appendix B to this report for a
definition of natural character.
108 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental,
22 March 2022, Executive Summary.
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Overall Conclusion: Natural character
16.19 Overall, the project takes an approach to avoid and minimise adverse effects on Kenepuru
Stream through selection of a proposed alignment which minimises new stream crossings,109
and a construction methodology which minimises earthworks for installation of the trunk
sewer (through use of directional drilling).
16.20 In the long-term the project will contribute significant improvements to the natural
character of Kenepuru Stream and its valley corridor, from:
•

the removal of ten existing unsightly and degraded above stream sewer pipes, and the
installation of new sewer pipes underground for the length of the new trunk sewer
(with no components visible above ground);110

•

the removal areas of mature pines in the stream valley, and replacement with
indigenous species over the extent of the removal area (well beyond areas needed for
the sewer works);

•

provision of a higher quality edge in the form of streambank stabilisation incorporating
integrated planting, in locations (affected by the sewer works) where streambank
erosion is an ongoing problem. These will replace the ad-hoc, lower quality urban forms
(such as concrete blocks) which are currently present in the stream in an attempt to
manage erosion, and will reduce the frequency of disturbance in the stream needed to
manage the ongoing erosion problems at these locations. The stabilisation design will
be further refined during detailed design, including a process to confirm the locations,
extent, heights, final form and articulation to manage potential adverse effects.
Detailed design measures, as included in this assessment report, are recommended to
guide this process (and are integral to the assessment of overall positive natural
character effects in this assessment).

16.21 Ecology findings have been that the proposed works will provide an overall net-benefit for
the ecosystems of Kenepuru Stream and Bothamley Park, and that following effects
management measures, the adverse ecological effects on any specific ecological value are
considered no greater than a Low impact.111

109

Only three new permanent stream crossings are required, with two installed below the bed of Kenepuru
Stream, and the other integrated into existing infrastructure on Cannons Creek Stream.
110 Other than manole covers flush with groundlevel. Refer to Footnote 13.
111 Ecological Impact Assessment, Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade Stage 1; Morphum Environmental,
22 March 2022, Executive Summary.
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16.22 Given the above outlined points, and taking into account ecology findings, the overall effects
on natural character in the project area are assessed Moderate positive, in the long term,
including substantial benefits in the middle reaches.
Landscape – Urban
16.23 Landscape effects are assessed as Moderate-High positive in the lower reaches, due
primarily to the infrastructure contribution in this area to future Park amenities. The project
will provide for improvements to urban features at the Park entrance (off Champion Street),
including foundation works for a future new bridge near SH59, provision of a water supply
for possible future amenities (such as drinking water and toilets, and development of a
detailed landscape and planting plan (for the urban entrance – the carpark area) to
contribute to the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
16.24 In the middle reaches landscape effects are assessed as Low-Moderate positive, and Very
Low positive in the upper reaches.
16.25 The project provides for improved internal pathways (improved with new planting) which
will connect to adjacent residential areas in the middle and upper reaches, (including in
areas identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan for connection improvements – outside
the Fast-track consent footprint). In the middle reaches the sewer upgrade expands the
internal track network in some places through the Kenepuru Stream valley (with
reinstatement of construction access routes for recreational use).
16.26 In the upper reaches there will likely be some widening of the pathway in parts from hillside
cuts, (below Castor Crescent), with an adverse landscape effect from reduction in the
existing character contrast this area provides to other parts of the Park (where there is less
tight enclosure from landform). However, the adverse effect will be reduced by the
recommended design measures, and there will also be visual amenity improvements on the
pathway from new planting, including at connections to surrounding residential areas.
Overall Conclusion: Landscape
16.27 With recommendations as provided in this report, (for inclusion in the development of
detailed design), the landscape effects of the project area are assessed as Moderate positive
overall. The trunk sewer upgrade provides improvements to urban features through
contribution to concepts identified in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan.
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Visual Amenity
Dwellings
16.28 The project will provide significant changes in views for a small number of dwellings, in the
middle and upper reaches. This relates to the large-scale removal of mature pines in close
proximity to dwellings, and their replacement with lower indigenous species. The change
may be considered positive (providing more open views and sun, and views of higher
“quality vegetation in the long-term), or negative (loss of privacy and shelter) – depending
on the viewer.
16.29 Overall, with the inclusion of recommendations, visual amenity effects for dwellings around
the project site are assessed as ranging from Neutral to High positive, depending on
proximity and the extent of the changes, and with the effect being considered positive for
most dwellings (allowing that some viewers may have a different opinion of removal of pines
– as noted above).
Bothamley Park users
16.30 From inside Bothamley Park there will be increased visual amenity from natural character
improvements (primarily from the removal of highly visible above-stream sewer pipes, and
significant increases to the amount of indigenous planting). With recommendations
included, the effects will range, from Very Low positive, (in the upper reaches), to High
positive (in the middle reaches), and Low-Moderate positive in the lower reaches –
comprising a positive effect in all reaches.
Effects Ratings Summary Table
16.31 Refer to the following page for a summary table of effects ratings.
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Effects Ratings: Summary table

Natural character

Low positive

Landscape

Moderate-High positive

Visual amenity

A range from Neutral to LowModerate positive

Mid Reaches
Natural character

Moderate-High positive

Landscape

Low-Moderate positive

Visual amenity

A range from Low positive to High
positive

Upper Reaches
Effect

Rating

Natural character

Very Low positive

Landscape

Very Low positive

Visual amenity

A range from Very Low positive to
High positive

Overall
Effect

Rating

Natural character

Moderate positive

Landscape

Moderate positive

Visual amenity

A range from neutral to High
positive
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1. Overview.

Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade.
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19 April 2022.

4.

Overarching Principles & Approach

Overall Planting Principles
• All planting is to contribute to the overall restoration of indigenous
vegetation in Bothamley Park and the PCC Eastern Porirua Parks
Landscape Plan (the Parks Landscape Plan/ Park Masterplan), including
its Planting Strategy.
• Remediation planting is to treat all earthworks for the trunk sewer
upgrade, as shown in the Maps in this Strategy (track accessways and
rock cuts, unable to be treated with planting, are not included);
• Enhancement planting is to occur in pine removal areas, as shown in the
Maps in this Strategy. This should retain and protect existing indigenous
species where viable;
• Off-setting planting is to occur as confirmed by the ecologist;
• Select plant species from the lists included in the PCC Eastern Porirua
Parks Landscape Plan as a preference, (noting that species lists
provided in the Parks Landscape Plan may not be exhaustive), and with
confirmation of species selection by Ngāti Toa Rangatira;
• With advice from Ngāti Toa, include taonga species, species which
provide a food source for indigenous fauna, and (in suitable locations - as
determined with Ngāti Toa Rangatira), species appropriate for cultural
harvesting;
• Eco-source plants from the appropriate ecological district;
• Plant to achieve a naturalistic character:
— plant in naturalistic groupings of species, appropriate to the scale
of the context, including at the top of streambank retaining (with
avoidance of lines of planting);
— include species already present at/around the new planting site, to
integrate new planting into the existing character; and/or include new
species used into existing planting in near-by areas.
• Along the Bothamley pathway, generally maintain the existing profile/
pattern of: streambank planting - pathway - grass verge - rock face hillside planting (at the top of the cut);
• Select habitat and context appropriate species for the planting site
considering maintenance requirements:
— select from the appropriate planting typology list (terrestrial/riparian/
amenity etc), in the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan;
— adjacent to dwellings, select species which will grow to an appropriate
height and not to block out sunlight;
— at (within) the required sewer trunk easement (4m wide, centred over
the pipe) include lower growing shrubby species and grasses (not
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade.
Te Aranga Alliance.
19 April 2022.

trees) to ensure ease of maintenance with advice from the ecologist
on species selection to avoid root disturbance to the sewer trunk;
— in the middle-upper reaches, at the top of streambank retaining, use
species already in the context, where height will be appropriate, and/
or specify new species in other areas, away from the retaining wall, to
integrate retaining planting into the context; avoid an appearance of
“amenity” planting.
Detailed Landscape and Planting Plans
These are proposed to be completed in detailed design, where a finer grain
of detail is required to resolve the final design including areas of earthworks
reinstatement and planting remediation and enhancement.
• Detailed Landscape and Planting Plans are to be developed at the detail
design stage of the Bothamley sewer upgrade;
• Detailed Landscape and Planting Plans are to:
— adhere to the overall principles of this Strategy
— provide final reinstated earthworks which align with the needs of
the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan and its future projects,
including to avoid the need for additional earthworks in the Detailed
Plan area for the future projects;
— provide for replanting which ties into opportunities identified in, and
future projects resulting from the Parks Landscape Plan;
— include input from relevant design teams working in or adjacent to the
area of the Detailed Landscape and Planting Plan;
— provide for maintenance needs of the main sewer trunk (a 4m wide
easement strip is required over the sewer trunk, which can include low
planting but not trees);
— include new planting layout plans, plant species schedules and
implementation and ongoing maintenance specifications; and
— include monitoring and maintenance period requirements for new
planting and relevant planting success targets;
• Where vegetation is to be removed in a detail area it may be remediated
post construction, or another area currently in grass/paving may be
planted or additional existing vegetated areas enhanced. This principle
is to provide for improved design/layout as may be determined in the
development of the Detailed Landscape/Planting Plan, and the Parks
Landscape Plan. For example, it may not be appropriate to rehabilitate
the knoll adjacent to York Place to existing planting locations, if this is

•
•

identified as more suitable for a recreation open space, in the detailed
plans.
Where planting is provided in a different location, it must provide the same
area/m2 of vegetation removed, as a minimum.
Where vegetation is removed and the area not rehabilitated (replanted),
a clear plan for its alternative use/surfacing and finish is to be included in
the detailed landscape and planting plans.

Pine removal strategy
• A separate pine removal strategy is to be developed to guide the
clearance of maturing exotic pine. This is to be prepared in collaboration
with the Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan team, and in consultation
with the ecologist, and is to include:
— the methodology for pine removal;
— the proposed staging of the removal works;
— general principles to be applied in post removal planting/treatment;
— monitoring and maintenance requirements.
Timing for remediation planting
• Remediation planting is to occur (be completed) in the next planting
season following earthworks in any one area;
• The Project’s Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will apply directly after
earthworks and where planting is delayed for areas to be remediated. For
example, seeding with an annual grass species where there is more than 1
month to the next planting season.
Timing for enhancement planting
• Enhancement planting is to occur (be completed) in the next planting
season following removal of the pines in any one area;
• Plant spacings are to be confirmed in consultation with the project
ecologists and to retain existing indigenous vegetation.
• The Projects Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will apply directly during
the pine removal works and where enhancement planting is delayed.
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Overview Map
Preferred Route - Trunk Sewer
Preferred Route - Sewer Main
Preferred Route - Trenchless Construction
Stream Corridor 2015
Fast-track Consent Parcels

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Fast-track consent footprint
Sewer pipe - trenching
Sewer pipe - direction drilling
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Bothamley Park
Pathway and Access
Points
Preferred Route - Trunk Sewer
Preferred Route - Sewer Main

Preferred Route - Trenchless Construction
Stream Corridor 2015
Fast-track Consent Parcels

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Fast-track consent footprint
Bothamley Park pathway
Planting treatment areas combined typologies
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separate approval process)
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Proposed Detailed Planting Plan
Locations
Preferred Route - Trunk Sewer
Preferred Route - Sewer Main
Preferred Route - Trenchless Construction
Stream Corridor 2015
Fast-track Consent Parcels

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Fast-track consent footprint
Sewer pipe - trenching
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Sewer pipe - direction drilling
Planting treatment areas combined typologies
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Indicative location for Detailed
Landscape and Planting Plan
(Plans 1 - 8)
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Notes.

2

Detailed planting / landscaping plans to be
developed at the detail design phase of the
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade, at which
time the exact footprint of the plans will be
determined in consultation with PCC and the
Eastern Porirua Parks masterplanning team.
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2. Planting
Strategy
Maps.
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Planting Strategy - Map 1 Lower Reaches

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Sewer pipe - trenching
Sewer pipe - direction drilling
Stream bank stabilisation
Pine removal
Enhancement planting
Vegetation removal, no replanting
(accessway or cut rock face)
Planted remediation of sewer works
Indicative areas covered by detailed
landscape and planting plans in
detailed design phase.



Entrance identified for
improvements in the Draft Eastern
Porirua Parks Landscape Plan (a
separate approval process)

Notes.
Detailed planting / landscaping plans to be
developed at the detail design phase of the
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade, at which
time the exact footprint of the plans will be
determined in consultation with PCC and the
Eastern Porirua Parks masterplanning team.
Areas marked for vegetation removal and no
replanting are where earthworks have resulted in
a cut rock face or the area noted is providing an
access way.



Refer to Overarching Principles for planting
approach in pine removal and enhancement
areas.
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Planting Strategy - Map 2 Lower-Mid Reaches

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Sewer pipe - trenching
Sewer pipe - direction drilling
Stream bank stabilisation
Pine removal
Enhancement planting
Vegetation removal, no replanting
(accessway or cut rock face)
Planted remediation of sewer works
Indicative areas covered by detailed
landscape and planting plans in
detailed design phase.



Entrance identified for
improvements in the Draft Eastern
Porirua Parks Landscape Plan (a
separate approval process)

Notes.
Detailed planting / landscaping plans to be
developed at the detail design phase of the
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade, at which
time the exact footprint of the plans will be
determined in consultation with PCC and the
Eastern Porirua Parks masterplanning team.
Areas marked for vegetation removal and no
replanting are where earthworks have resulted in
a cut rock face or the area noted is providing an
access way.




Refer to Overarching Principles for planting
approach in pine removal and enhancement
areas.
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Planting Strategy - Map 3 Mid-Upper Reaches

Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Sewer pipe - trenching
Sewer pipe - direction drilling
Stream bank stabilisation
Pine removal
Enhancement planting
Vegetation removal, no replanting
(accessway or cut rock face)
Planted remediation of sewer works
Indicative areas covered by detailed
landscape and planting plans in
detailed design phase.



Entrance identified for improvement
in the Draft Parks Landscape Plan
(a separate approval process)
Inclusion of species poviding for
butterflies and reptiles

A
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Notes.
Detailed planting / landscaping plans to be
developed at the detail design phase of the
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade, at which
time the exact footprint of the plans will be
determined in consultation with PCC and the
Eastern Porirua Parks masterplanning team.
Areas marked for vegetation removal and no
replanting are where earthworks have resulted in
a cut rock face or the area noted is providing an
access way.
Refer to Overarching Principles for planting
approach in pine removal and enhancement
areas.
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Planting Strategy - Map 4 Upper Reaches
Legend.
Kenepuru Stream corridor
Stream character reach boundaries
Sewer pipe - trenching
Sewer pipe - direction drilling
Stream bank stabilisation
Pine removal
Enhancement planting
Vegetation removal, no replanting
(accessway or cut rock face)
Planted remediation of sewer works
Proposed area for off-setting. (Area
to be confirmed - refer to Note
below).
Indicative areas covered by detailed
landscape and planting plans in
detailed design phase.



Entrance identified for
improvements in the Draft Eastern
Porirua Parks Landscape Plan (a
separate approval process)

Notes.
Detailed planting / landscaping plans to be
developed at the detail design phase of the
Bothamley Park Sewer Upgrade, at which
time the exact footprint of the plans will be
determined in consultation with PCC and the
Eastern Porirua Parks masterplanning team.
Areas marked for vegetation removal and no
replanting are where earthworks have resulted in
a cut rock face or the area noted is providing an
access way.



The area shown for ecological off-setting is to
be confirmed by the ecologist at the detailed
design stage. The area identified in Map 4 has
been confirmed as suitable for off-setting by
PCC, and is able to provide sufficient size for the
off-setting required (3000m2). (The proposed
area provides approximately 7200m2).
Refer to Overarching Principles for planting
approach in pine removal and enhancement
areas.
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Appendix B.
Definitions of Landscape and
Natural Character; NZILA
Rating Scale.

Definitions; NZILA Ratings Scale
Definitions
This assessment uses the following definitions/explanations of natural character
and landscape, taken from Te Tangi a Te Manu, Aotearoa New Zealand Landscape
Assessment Guidelines (2021), as recently updated by the New Zealand Institute of
Landscape Architects (NZILA):
Natural Character
Te Tangi a Te Manu sets out that natural character is a type of character – the distinct
combination of an area’s natural characteristics and qualities. Naturalness is an
attribute of that natural character:
“Natural character is the distinct combination of an area’s natural characteristics and
qualities, including degree of naturalness.”
Natural character is an outcome of physical environment and perception. Perception is
influenced by what we know of an area’s natural characteristics and qualities (including
input from natural sciences) and how we experience them.
In line with the outline provided in Te Tangi a Te Manu, natural character has been
interpreted as:
• The naturalness or degree of modification of an area;
• An area’s distinct combination of natural characteristics and qualities.
The former is quantitative; the latter is qualitative and specific to an area.
Landscape
“Landscape embodies the relationship between people and place: It is the character of
an area, how the area is experienced and perceived, and the meanings associated with
it.
Landscape is an area as perceived by people, including how the area is experienced,
understood, interpreted, and regarded.”

As outlined in the updated NZILA Guidelines, landscape is an integrating concept. While
landscape draws strands from diverse sources (natural sciences, humanities, cultural
perspectives), it is perceived and experienced as a unified phenomenon. It is an integrated
whole. It is more than a summary of data – the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
Landscape comprises physical, perceptual and associative dimensions.
NZILA Ratings Scale
The following provides a comparison of Isthmus considers the NZILA rating scale typically relates
to the RMA scales of ‘less than minor’, ‘minor’ and ‘more than minor.’

Appendix C.
Character reaches of the
Kenepuru Stream.
Identified Character Reaches
of the Kenepu.ru Stream.
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Appendix D.
Viewpoints - stitched photos.
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Viewpoint 01 - Queen Charlotte Dr

Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 11:20 am 10 August 2021 | 1755865 E 5445323 N (NZTM)
58Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 87m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical

View to the south over Bothamley Park from Queen Charlotte Drive, Aotea.
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Viewpoint 02 - Mepham Place

Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1754870 E 5444622 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical

View to the north/east towards Bothamaley Park from Mepham Place.
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Viewpoint 3 - Cannons Creek Park

Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1756729 E 5444527 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical

View looking north towards Bothamley Park from Cannons Creek Park Carpark
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Viewpoint 4 - Bellona Place

Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1756751 E 5444878 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical

View north/north-east towards Bothamley Park from Bellona Place
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Viewpoint 5 - York Place
View to the north/north-east towards Bothamley Park from York Place
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Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1756150 E 5444910 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical
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Viewpoint 6 - Bothamley Park

Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1756304 E 5444925 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical

View to the west from inside Bothamley Park, from near to/just west of Cannons
Creek Park
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Viewpoint 7 - Bothamley Park
7

View to the east from inside Bothamley Park (taken from below Castor Crescent).
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Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1756840 E 5445136 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical
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Viewpoint 8 - Bothamley Park
View to the east towards Kokiri Crescent, from inside Bothamley Park.
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Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1757264 E 5445312 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical
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Viewpoint 9 - Kokiri Place
View to the west towards Bothamley Park from Kokiri Place
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Original Photo AE | 50mm | DSLR Nikon D800 | 13:20 pm 10 August 2021 | 1757402 E 5445216 N (NZTM)
Reading distance for correct scale: 400mm | Viewpoint Elevation: 6m
Field of View Approximately 110˚ horizontal (across 2 x A3 pages) & 34˚ vertical
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Panorama Methodology Statement
•

•
•
•

Photos were taken with a fixed lens on DSLR camera. Locations were fixed using a handheld GPS unit with
accuracy of 5m. Reference points in the landscape were also located to assist referencing of photo to digital
terrain model.
A sequence of photos was taken from each viewpoint and stitched to form panoramas. Photos were
overlapped by approximately 30% and edges cropped prior to stitching to eliminate edge distortion.
The time and weather when the photo was taken was noted.
The completed panoramas are presented over two pages:
- The photos are produced to replicate correct scale at the nominated reading distance (in this case
400mm).
- Each panorama is printed across two facing pages to illustrate a field of view of approximately 110°
at a reading distance of 400mm. This approximates the field of human binocular vision. (But not
peripheral vision which extends to approximately 200°)

Notes on use of Panorama:
•

The Photosimulations are a useful tool but they cannot not precisely reproduce real life for the following
reasons:
- 2D Photography flattens an image compared to binocular vision.
- Photography is static, whereas the human vision can scan and remember information.
- Photographs are passive, whereas the eye seeks out detail.
- The human eye can see more contrast than can be reproduced through photography.
- Physical resolution of photography and printing is less than that of the human eye.

Figure 02: Binocular vision is approximately 124°. Field of view is approximately 110° across
2 x A3 pages at correct scale image for 400mm reading distance (vertical field of view is
approximately 33°)

400mm reading distance
Figure 03: Comparison of 35mm lens and 50mm lens

Figure 01: The relationship between reading distance and real life scale.

Two images from the same location. With 35mm and 50mm lenses perspective is influenced
by field of view, not by lens focal length. The overlaid portion is identical.

Methodology
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